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NATE Unite Rides Wireless Boom

IDE
TALKBACK

Association turns 20 years old; broad:ast is but one specialty area

•Here's what you've
saki online. Readers
respond to our stories
on radioworld.com.
— Page 4

'TOWERS
BY SCOTT FYBUSH
If you work for astation that owns its
tower, you probably have ago-to tower
guy, the contractor you call whenever a
beacon bulb needs changing or a guy
wire needs tightening.
If you work for astation that leases its
tower, you've probably got a contact at
one of the big tower owners on speed dial.
And if you can't reach either your
tower guy or your tower owner for afew
days in February, they're probably all at
the same place: the annual NATE Unite
conference, taking place this year Feb.
23-26 near Orlando, Fla.
"This is our 20th anniversary celebration," said Todd Schlekeway, executive director of the National Association
of Tower Erectors. The association was
founded March 31, 1995.
NATE expects 1,500 to 2,000
registered attendees to help celebrate
with them, topping a 2014 attendance
that was the second-highest in its show
history. In Orlando, they'll find ashow
floor with about 100 industry exhibitors,

LPFM QUESTIONS
•Dan Slertz answers the LPFM
questions that you've been afraid
to ask— Page 14

BROWN PAPER
TICKETS
•- Doers"

focus on community radio.
— Page 29

Beau Aero, far : eft, founder and owner of GME Supply, greets visitors to the
GME Supply booth at last year's event, along with awell-equipped colleague.

Programmatic's Next
Frontier Is Radio

(continued on page 10)

The ad sales market is changing in the digital age
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Over the past two decades, computers have revolutionized radio
broadcasting, changing how content
is created. stored and utilized, as well
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as the technological nuts and bolts of
the business.
The next area poised for transformation is advertising.
"Programmatic" has become a
buzzword in advertising circles in
the past year; and though it is of,most
interest to the sales department staff,
(continued co' page 22)
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AMs Should Focus on VHF Migration
Skotdal thinks conversion costs and lack of
incentives doom all- digital on AM

ICOMMENTARY
BY ANDREW SKOTDAL
The manor is licensee of 50 kW
AM stations KRKO and KKXA in the
Seattle market, chair of the Washington
State Association of Broadcasters and a
former NAB board member. He participated in the recent NAB Labs driving
tests of all-digital on the AM band.
In a Dec. 3 commentary, he wrote
about the benefits of moving occupants
of the band to abandoned VHF spectrum, the current Channels 1-6, rather
than pursuing all-digital operation on
the existing band. Radio World received
so much reaction that we asked Skotdal
to expand on his thoughts about the
implications.
The benefits of all-digital modulation on the AM band are real, and we'll
hear more about them in April. But none
of the discussions has explored how
occupants of the band convert to digital.

We should focus
on VHF migration
or we'll simply see more
AM band operators go
bankrupt over time.
,A111•11111111111111111111
The reason: There are too many barriers. Practicality, cost and other factors
conspire against digital implementation.
These reasons further support migration to VHF spectrum as the preferred
solution for occupants of the band.
DIGITAL VS. TRANSLATOR
Given achoice today between upgrading an AM station to digital and buying
an FM translator, the choice is simple.
A station owner will buy the translator,
because it can be received by 100 percent
of the radios in America, while AM digital can be received by maybe 5 percent;
further, the translator offers an immediate improvement in sound fidelity.
Also, in many cases the FM translator costs less to operate than the AM
signal it simulcasts; as a result, some
AM owners are dropping AM power
and relying on the translator.
AM owners have demonstrated they

Andrew Skotdal
want FM frequencies and have pushed
the FCC to open spectrum and change
existing rules.
Finally, FM cellular reception represents a consumption risk to AM radio
in the way it trains new consumers.
And several manufacturers are building FM-only radios. AM station owners will choose an FM frequency over
a digital upgrade in order to maintain
their ability to reach 100 percent of the
population versus aportion of it.
VHF spectrum satisfies this demand.
DIGITAL CONVERSION COSTS
AM digital conversion costs also
are abarrier, whether for hybrid or alldigital modes.
Consider a 10 kW AM station with a
transmitter that can't be modified. The
list price on anew 12 kW transmitter is
approximately $60,000. The HD Radio
gear is $.18,000. The iBiquitv license is
$10,000. Shipping, insurance and installation may be $ 119,000. So the upgrade
will be approximately $ 100,000. If a
station operates at 5 kW or 1 kW, the
transmitter costs are lower.
So vœ can say that upg,rade "list"
costs would be $50,000 to $ 100,000
for stations of I kW to 10 kW. These
ignore possible necessary antenna system modifications to make digital work,
particularly for directional arrays; also,
costs can be mitigated where an existing
transmitter can be converted and some

discounts from list can be achieved.
Regardless, the numbers will be significant.
Given a choice between a digital
FM upgrade and upgrading an AM, an
owner ,ith both types of frequencies
will choose to upgrade the FM first
because it is easier to upgrade, often
costs less and affords additional channels if desired. AM digital conversion is
hampered as aresult.
And cost becomes afactor for other
reasons.
In markets of fewer than 100,000
people, the digital conversion expense is
likely greater than the value of an AM
license. Even in larger markets, it may
represent the entire net revenue for a
group of stations for ayear.
The odds of station owners laying
out $50,000 to $ 100,000 for one AM
radio station in markets where they serve
fewer than 250,000 (or even 500,000)
people are even lower when the technology is useful only to consumers with HD
Radio technology. In arural market, the
receiver penetration with that technology
is likely less than 5percent, which is also
the situation here in Seattle.
How many markets and counties
have 200,000 people or less across
America? Very few, if any, of the AM
stations in these markets would upgrade
unless forced to do so — and in being
forced to do so, they might go bankrupt.
Every time I'm in acar on atrip and
Ipass an AM radio transmitter site, I
stop by and say "hi" if the studio is also
there. Based on my visits, Ican say that
the state of AM in America is disrepair.
Tube transmitters are still in use across
abroad swath of American AM radio.
DIGITAL SUNRISE QUESTIONABLE
An "all-digital sunrise" for the band
has been postulated as ameans to speed
digital adoption; but this doesn't work.
Let's say the FCC autho. ; zes AM stations to go all-digital tomorrow if they
wish; and that some go digital and some
don't. Imagine half the AM frequencies
in a market going all-digital while 85
percent of the existing receivers are analog. Consider the listener's perspective.
Scanning the dial on an analog radio,
you'd hear analog audio (Station # 1),
then astatic hiss ( Station #2), then analog audio (Station #3), then astatic hiss
(Station #4) as you scan up the dial. This
is completely unacceptable, given that
only 5 percent of the audience would
hear aradio station at every stop.
In a "turn on all-digital when you
want" scenario, the AM scanning experience will be worse for the consumer than
the experience of tuning from political
talk to Russian, to Spanish, to news, to
(continued on page 8)
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cal attenuators are close to common 1
percent resistor values. On apunchdown
block that reliably supports multiple
wires per terminal, you can often build
0 pads directly. They could also be soldered to dual 66M test clips or punched
into 66-type stacking clips.
About " Clear Channel Satellite
Services to Close":
Could this be the time that true " local"
radio will make a comeback? Has the
day of satellite radio reached its peak?

Among RW read
interest is broad a

CCSS has been extremely helpful
and professional in helping us with our
small regional network. Iam already
mourning this decision.

passion is deep

Ilove seeing reader reactions to our
stories, whether their comments are critical. supportive or just thoughtful. The
feedback tells me that managers and
engineers are interested in what Radio
World is writing about and engaged in
the industry discussion.
The following is a sampling about a
range of issues, as pasted to our website.
While stories about digital radio or the
future of AM have generated much of the
recent response. the range is far broader.
Inope you find it as interesting as Ido to

review these. Many of the comments came
after readers saw the stories in our daily
NewsBytes e-newsletter; you can sign up
for that under Subscribe at the home page.
(To read the articles mentioned, type
the headline into the Search field at
radioworld.( om.)

S
a

About "Learn How to Add a
Pad to aPunch Block":

About "Lots of Attention for
, Spotify/Uber Deal":
How many riders will really care or
take note of what's playing on the radio
of their "cab" ride to the hotel, airport. etc.? Isee aSpotify grab at some
numbers to look as if they are gaining
ground against Pandora. Slacker. etc.
About "Patent Reform Is Senate
Priority in 2015":

Just areminder. O pads use one fewer
resistor than H pads and va!ues for typi-

All this talk about trolls and so called

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
"patent reform" is just spin control by
large infringers and their paid puppets
to cover up their theft. If you tell a lie
often enough and can dupe others to
repeat that lie, eventually i; is accepted
as fact.
About "Miami Will Get a
Calvary Chapel LPFM Radio
1 Station," responding ro another
reader's comment:
The Calvary Chapel churches are
independent and have no common board
members or financial interdependence,
they just have similar doctrine and worship. And they, like other broadcasters,
have a passion to share their message
with their neighbors.

eAbout "AFCCE Sympos:'um

Explores Broadcast Antennas":

Iagree that C-Quam is amuch better technology than HD Radio for AM
broadcast. About seven years ago a
(continued on page 6)
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NEXTRADIO: Emmis came up some
$350,000 short in its latest payment
to Sprint in December. Its NextRadio
business, on behalf of the industry,
paid $ 3.4 million of the required
$3.75 million quarterly bill due. Emmis
revealed in its quarterly SEC filing that
it's " in discussions with other radio
broadcasters and companies involved
in the radio industry to effect a longterm funding solution." The shortfall

FEATURES
Tame the Pre - Breathing
Transmitter

12

Can IPut My Antenna in aTree?

14

People News

15

Stay Tuned for More

18

Translainr Challenges:
MakE ,Your Move

20

PLAY.IT: CBS Radio and CBS Local
Digital Media launched a podcast
network. " Play.it" is available online
and through a website optimized
for streaming across devices. " With
the launch of Play.it, we aim to bring
consumers a unified, easy-to- use
platform featuring the best podcasts
from not only CBS brands but other
major brands, personalities and publishers as well," stated Ezra Kucharz,

comes as sales for in- app advertising
are still ramping up. Sprint agreed
to pre- load the NextRadio app in a
minimum of 30 million FM- enabled

president of CBS Local Digital Media.
Podcasts are available to stream
or download. Play.it series are also
available across CBS Local Digital

wireless devices on the Sprint wireless
network over athree-year period.
In return, NextRadio LLC agreed to
pay Sprint $ 15 million per year in
equal quarterly installments over the

Media's properties and are distributed across Tuneln's site and apps, as
well as on iTunes. The Play.it podcast
network will also be available on CBS
Radio's HD Radio stations in certain
markets. Play.it is advertising supported and uses dynamic ad inser-

three-year term and to share with
Sprint certain revenue generated by
NextRadio. So far no revenue has
been generated from the app, according to the filing.
NASH ICON: Cumulus Media has
started syndicating Nash Icon country music programming through its
Westwood One syndication division.
Cumulus said its " Icon" extends its
country formats by including music
from the 1980s through the early

tion technology.
PODCASTONE: PodcastOne named
Kris Smith as its chief technology
officer. CEO Norm Pattiz, founder
and former chairman of Westwood
One, credits Smith with a decade of
experience designing and developing
digital products. Smith replaces Rob
Greenlee who, after ayear in the job,

will start his own consulting firm —
with PodcastOne as its first client.
Smith will be based at PodcastOne's
Beverly Hills offices and studios.
PodcastOne is ad- supported and
hosts approximately 200 podcasts.
M&A: Broadcast radio station
merger and acquisition volume rose
48 percent from $ 1.02 billion in 2013
to $ 1.51 in 2014, according to SNL
Kagan. In total, 258 AM and 501 FM
stations were sold, vs. 219 AMs and
419 FMs the year before. The average price for an FM rose from $ 2 million in 2013 to $ 2.5 million in 2014;
average prices for AM stations rose
slightly from $ 760,000 to $ 860,000.
The top radio deal of the year was a
19- station swap between CBS Corp.
and Beasley Broadcast Group, Inc.,
worth an estimated $ 300 million.
Seventy percent of radio stations
sold were in markets smaller than
rank 75 or in non- rated regions, said
SNL Kagan.
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2000s. This approach allows nonCumulus stations to pick up programming without committing anything
more. In syndication, Nash Icon will
be offered as aWestwood One Local
product " using the company's patented delivery system to add localized
content to the national channel,"
according to Cumulus.
ESPN AUDIO: In 2014, streaming of
ESPN Audio content generated some
7.8 billion total listening minutes,
an increase of 8 percent over 2013,
according to the company. Streaming

The AES Digital DA 2X4 sends AES digital audio to four "theres."
Feed in AES or S/PDIF, and get four AES zero-delay "clones:'
Bit-accurate, no latency, no problem!

numbers include all online listening to
live ESPN Audio programming includ-

In stock at Henry Engineering dealers.

ing talk and events. ESPN On Demand
podcasts totaled about 302 million
downloads in 2014. In the fourth
quarter of 2014, ESPN Audio programming was streamed for 1.9 billion minutes and ESPN podcasts were downloaded 95 million times.
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TALKBACK
(continued from page 4)
friend and Iset up aC-Quam transmitter into adummy load. We ran alot of
different music through it for about an
hour. It was, for lack of a better word,
magical! No digital artifacts and clean
audio out to 10 kHz
About "Station's Automation
'Hijacked'?" .
The danger is not in using Windows
in general, but rather in using a nolonger-supported version such as Windows XP. Windows 8.1 Professional is
approximately as secure as either Linux
or OS X, although I would strongly
recommend using a good third-party
anti-malware suite instead of the default
applications that come with Windows.
About "Goodbye BNC, Hello
8P8C":
I knew that the B is for Bayonet.
Most likely because Iknew that the T
is for Threaded in the TNC connector.
... However, Ithought that the NC part
was for N (as in Type N) Compact. So,
does the N in Type N perhaps stand for
Neill? And what about SMA connectors? Curious about RJ45 being inaccurate. Is it only supposed to be called
RJ45 when it is used on a PBX? ( RJ7,
12.111, RJ45)

small-town AMs out of business? You're
out of your mind to say out of 4,000 AM
signals, including mine, pull the plug on
them to 700? ... Ilove my AM station,
it's what Iwanted all my life, and you
are not taking it away from me.

S

About "Seattle Listeners Take
Note of All- Digital AM Tests"
other stories on that topic:

The thing that bothers me ... is that
all these tests are hush hush, as if they
are part of some super-secret government activity.
Test HD on adirectional AM in Kansas, Florida, or Ohio and see how long
it takes to reacquire digital audio after
every lighting crash.
Iknow most of the FM stations don't
want us guys to survive and unless some
folks step up to the plate, we are adying
breed. Please give us some type of hope.
About Mark Persons' commena, tary "Adjust Rules for NRSC
Measurements":

r

Iagree the NRSC measurements are
somewhat of apain but Idisagree with
the commentary; [solid-state] transmitters are equally prone to spurious emissions and should not be exempted from
annual NRSC measurements.
à

About Andy Skotdal's commentary "AM Band Needs Drastic
Change":
We are not getting our money's worth
from the FCC. We pay annual fees
based on our 2mV/m coverage contour.
Yet we are not getting protection from
these devices within that area. ... We
need relief and quick.
Andy hits the nail on the head:
Migration to VHF is the only long-term
solution for the AM band.
I'd like to commend Mr. Skotdal for
actually thinking outside of the digital
box, both with regard to Digital Radio
Mondiale ... and afull-on migration to
FM.
Andrew, are you trying to put many
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About Tom Ray's "Shopping for
aCar With HD Radio":

The HD Radio works flawlessly with
excellent audio quality. Bottom line is to
never purchase anew vehicle that lacks
HD Radio. It's that good.
To my delight, two new Tesla "showrooms" have just opened, to make three
close by. Superchargers too! And the
Model S radio embedded in the 17-inch
glass cockpit has HD Radio! Sitting in
the Decatur, Ga., location Iwas amazed
that well over half of the Atlanta FM station had HD- I, 2or 3s. Now to conquer
the finances of getting one of these toys.
Ihave been looking at cars and ask
about HD Radio. Most salespersons
have no idea. In my small sample, all
2015 Subaru Impreza and 2015 Mazda3
levels have HD. That is an improvement
from 2014 when only the top lines had
HD standard. 2015 Honda Fit has HD
only if you get navigation and traffic.
HD Radio number one priority in
selecting a new car? That's like selecting acompost heap as the number one
priority when looking for anew house.
Delete the " HD Radio" jargon and
explain that we have " I-D Radio" and

let the listener know that it stands for
iBiquity Digital Radio. Then explain
that audio quality is noticeably better on
the primary "channel" and that there are
other "channels" on most " I-D Radio"
stations providing more variety.
About my interview with Mark
Ramsey, "A Chat With an HD
Radio Skeptic":
Mark Ramsey says that we should
forget about "HD Radio"? Should Iforget that my car radio cannot always get
WRR(FM) in stereo? ... Should Iforget
how harsh and extremely irritating the
audio of KRLD is without their digital
signal? ... Should everyone listen to
Pandora while driving instead of listening to alocal station that can tell them
about the tornado coming?
Everything Ramsey says is or should
be well known in the industry, consumers couldn't care less where the content
comes from if it is good and sounds OK.
Finally someone has the guts to say
what Ihave been saying to anyone who
will listen for over 10 years. The problem is the content not the technology.
... Radio is doomed unless the owners
understand this and act on it.

About "Field Observations of
Elevated FM HD":
No mention is made of self-interference between elevated IBOC levels
and analog reception of the host signal.
Does this exist or is the analog audience
now considered superfluous?
About John Garziglia's
story "Let's Talk About FM
Translators":
Ihope the next article \All talk about
rebroadcasting HD subchannels on a
non fill-in translator. For example, let's
say Ilease asubchannel from anearby
station, but my translator is three or
four miles outside the service grade (60
dBu in this case) of the nearby station.
Would such asetup be permitted?
About "NAB Labs: FM in
,Smartphone Availability
'Complex' for Consumers":
It's clear that the mobile carriers are
not interested in enabling afeature that
provides free content that competes
with their own services. Until they get
some incentive to do so, like subsidies
or sufficient competition from other
(continued on page 8

NEWBAY NAMES PRODUCT INNOVATION
AWARD WINNERS
NewBay Media announced
erlZIETay Media
the winners of the second annual
Product Innovation Awards, honoring
outstanding product introductions
that serve TV, professional video and
Awards 2014
broadcast/online radio users.
The PIA program recognizes excellence in manufacturing of products
to serve the TV, professional video and broadcast/online radio markets.
Nominations were submitted by manufacturers, who paid afee to enter.
Winners were selected by apanel of professional users and will be featured
in TV Technology, Digital Video, Creative Planet Network, Government
Video, Video Edge, Radio World and Radio magazines.

PRODUCT
INNOVATION

The winners are:
Radio:
RCS — RCS2Go
TV/Video:
Aspera — FASP5tream API
Bitcentral — CORE: News
Elemental Technologies — Delta
Frontline Communications — VIP Vehicle Integrated Power System
Grass Valley — K2 Dyno Replay System
Harmonic — VOS
Kessler Crane — Kessler Second Shooter
Multidyne — SilverBACK Fiber Transport Solution
PESA — XSTREAM C22
Pixel Power — Pixel Power Buzz
RTS — OMNEO OMI & OKI Interface cards
Sony — PXW-X180 XDCAM H422 Camcorder
Triveni Digital — Digital StreamScope MT-50 HDT
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MIGRATION
(continued from page 3)
sports, to regional Mexican music as you
do here in Seattle. Scan an analog radio
up the dial today; at least you know there
is aradio signal when you can hear foreign languages and foreign music.
ALL-DIGITAL X-BAND QUESTIONABLE
What if you could isolate the expanded band and simply start with all-digital
there?
That's an improvement from the
listener side; at least analog listeners
would learn that the upper end of the
band was unlistenable from their perspective, and they would know to avoid
it. They wouldn't know why it's static,
but they'd know it wasn't for them.
Expanded-band licensees would first
need away to keep their analog signals
going if their part of the band is designated digital.
Then there would be "haves" and
"have nots." The "haves" in this scenario are big groups and capital-flush independent owners with $70,000—$100,000
to upgrade each of their expanded-band
stations. They're likely in big markets.
The "have nots" are those in markets
smaller than 500,000, or small broadcasters in markets of any size, who
scraped together every penny they had
to get their expanded-band station on
the air but still kept their old signal hoping for alittle incremental revenue.
My friend in a major market, a
minority broadcaster, just crowdfunded
acampaign in his community to make
his $64,000 balloon payment on his
loan. He'd laugh if someone asked him
if he'd invest in HD Radio on his AMs.
Then he'd reach for his gun.
Similarly, it's one thing for big-market operators like CBS Radio to upgrade
with HD on AM. It's another for operators like BiCoastal Media in a market
like Hood River, Ore.
IS THERE ADIGITAL CONVERSION PAM
So the question really does boil down
to this: What is the incentive to convert
AM radio stations to HD Radio?
If the goal is making the AM band
all-digital, receiver penetration has to
lead way ahead of transmitter upgrades,
and get above 75 percent quickly, which
won't happen; or you can try to jumpstart it by setting a regulatory conversion date for the FM band and have the
FCC require receiver manufacturers to
implement AM HD chipsets with FM.
Even in a scenario where FM conversion is mandated and AM receiver
chipsets come along for the ride, you
still have the AM transmission conversion cost and impossible to resolve
implementation issues illustrated above.
As an alternative, if the goal is to
achieve adigital version of today's AM
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NEWS
band, operators have to be incentivized
somehow, e.g. tax breaks that might
cause corporations to buy signals and
shut them down for the tax benefits or
FM migration/AM surrender as outlined in my December commentary.
TOO LITTLE TOO LATE?
There are many benefits of HD Radio:
You enjoy the same level of signal quality at a distance as you have at the
transmitter site. It's a robust technology

over time. With 14 to 17 percent of the
total radio audience using the band in
many areas (according to the FCC in its
2013 revitalization Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking), operating in today's environment is too challenging for many
AM radio operators in America.
We would be better as an industry
waiting three decades for new FM receivers with VHF band capability to simplify
the listener experience to one band, than
spend three decades waiting for AM HD

Regardless of the benefits, of which there are
many, HD is too little, too late for AM.
capable of overcoming interference from
power lines and bridges while maintaining reception quality. It's a technology
that gives AM music better sound fidelity than Sirius/XM allocates to its music
channels — close enough to FM that
music on AM is acompetitive alternative
to FM.
But regardless of these benefits, HD
is too little, too late for today's AM stations. From atiming perspective, there
is no functional model to convert the
band to digital radio. We have too many
licensees, too few receivers, too much
expense, and no mandates or other tools
to encourage adoption.
That is why we should focus on
VHF migration. Or we'll simply see
more AM band operators go bankrupt

receiver penetration to reach 85 percent. VHF migration affords everyone an
equal shot at targeting cell phone radio
receivers; more importantly, migration
sidesteps AM interference issues.
AM radio is still a massive-reach
platform, and stations continue to prove
that their content can keep AM relevant;
but digital technology on AM can't
improve the fortunes of the stations
using the band while the receiver base
is so low. In the meantime, the rise of
the electromagnetic tide will continue
to erode the AM band.
VHF migration is the only way to
truly solve that problem.
What do you think? Comment via
email to radioworldenbmedia.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.

TALKBACK
(continued from page 6)
carriers, they could remain aloof.
About " WCIS(AM) Owner Hopes to Return to Air
Next Week" after being hit by copper thieves:
Prior to Reagan's presidency, the commission's rules
included provisions for federal prosecution of criminals who
damaged licensed radio equipment. ... [T]he federal code
provided for two years imprisonment and a $ 10,000 fine for
willful damage to licensed communication facilities. ... If
these thieves are caught, Iwould suggest the station owner
attend the sentencing hearing, and request aheavy fine, at
least two years (no early release) and restitution.

About " The Future of Car Radio"
Nowadays, one needs acopilot to operate the instrument
panel as you pilot the car. How times have changed.

'NEWS

ROUNDUP
CPB: After eight journalists were
killed at the French satirical publication Charlie Hebdo in January, the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
announced atotal of $7.5 million
in grants to several of U.S. public
media's flagship journalism organizations. Among them, NPR received
$1 million to help the network
increase its international coverage;
and CPB earmarked $750,000 to
help fund Public Radio International's syndicated "The World."
CPB said the grants were in the
honor of the slain and in support of
freedom of the press and freedom
of expression.
BEASLEY: A broadcast group has
dropped alegacy term from its
name. Radio owner Beasley Broadcast Group is now Beasley Media
Group. The various entities that
previously held the company's
53 stations (33 FM and 20 AM)
have merged into one entity. The
company believes the new name
reflects the reach of on-air, digital
and collateral radio products that
are available to its listeners and
advertisers. The publicly-traded
parent company, headquartered in
Naples, Fla., remains Beasley Broadcast Group Inc. and continues to
trade as " BBGI" on NASDAQ.

case, NOAA, who is the biggest user of the tone, should
knock off announcing "the tornado will be near" all the time
basing their judgment on aradar image.
About " Wheeler Confirms FCC Reviewing
'Redskins' Name":
According to Federal Election Commission records,
the Redskins' owner, Dan Snyder, donates most to the
Republicans, and little to the Democrats. That may be the
real reason behind this; if and when Dan reverses this,
the heat and outrage will magically diminish. The First
Amendment says the government can enact "no law" which
abridges freedom of speech or the press. "No" means "no."
(The commission later said the name Redskins does not
violate broadcast indecency rules, and it approved alicense
renewal for astation owned by Snyder.)
About Michael LeClair's story "Does 4G LTE Have a
Problem?" in Radio World Engineering Extra:

About "FCC Cites Production House for Misusing
FAS Tones":

Bottom line: A poorly engineered system created by the
IT guys who know little about RF. However, the wireless
industry has more money to throw around than broadcasters.
They paid alot of money for this spectrum so now the FCC
jumps when they call.

"Alerting authorities and the commission don't want the
public to become inured to hearing the tone." If that is the

Post your own comments below any story at radioworld.
corn, or email me at radioworldenbmedia.com.
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NATE
(continued from page 1)
as well as an educational program with
aheavy emphasis on safety.
"The safety culture doesn't change
overnight," Schlekeway says. "It has
been a challenge with this buildout
cycle we're currently in to have enough
qualified workers in the industry."
SAFETY FIRST
The NATE Unite schedule contains
several intensive training programs
for tower workers, including a 10-hour

Above: Representatives
of the California Wireless
Association conduct an
educational session on
"Future Trends in the
Wireless Industry" at
NATE Unite 2014.

Right: Todd Schlekeway,
Executive Director of
NATE

wireless broadband network.
"We have their director of public
affairs giving a session," Schlekeway
says. "That's going to be agood opportunity for alot of contractors out there."
NATE officials and vendors alike
acknowledge that today's industry is
heavily focused on the shorter towers
that serve wireless broadband and cellular customers, more so than on the taller
towers that serve broadcasters.
"Broadcast is kind of a specialty
product," says Terry Zarnowsky, director of business development at tower
lighting provider Unimar. "Most of our
growth is in telecom and
wireless," where growing
clients, such as tower owner
VerticalBridge, provide a
constant stream of projects
that are smaller in budget
but more numerous than
the big-ticket, high-intensity lighting Unimar sells for
tall towers.
BUSY SEASON
"We're hopeful, optimistic" about business growth
in 2015, says Tim Rohn,

IF YOU GO

All smiles on the exhibit floor at NATE Unite 2014 in San Diego.
OSHA course, an RF awareness course
and a competent rigging/signaling
course. It will also bring together members of NATE's wireless industry task
force, which is working on creating a
national wireless safety training standard, in part to head off an OSHA
proposal for new federal tower safety
standards.
"The industry believes strongly that
we can address the challenges ourselves
outside of the government regulating it,"
Schlekeway says.

At the same time, NATE has been
actively participating at several regulatory levels, including filing comments
in the FCC's rulemaking proposal to
repack the UHF television spectrum.
The group opposes what it says are
arbitrary deadlines for stations to install
new antennas, warning that a rushed
schedule may lead to untrained workers being pressed into dangerous work
atop taller towers than those with which
they're familiar.
"One thing we're watching from a

NEWSROUNDUP
SPOTIFY: Spotify says it surpassed 15 million customers
paying for its premium music subscription service by the
end of 2014. The Internet pure- player also said that it
now counts 60 million active listeners, evidence that plenty are listening to the free, ad- sponsored tier. Spotify last
provided an update on its subscriber count in November.
Back then, Spotify had just crossed 12.5 million paying
customers. That compares to May 2014, when the company said it had 10 million paid customers with 40 million
active listeners.
BUD PAXSON: Radio and television station entrepreneur
Lowell "Bud" Paxson died Jan. 9; he was 79. The founder

What: NATE Unite
Who: The show is billed as " the
premier event of the year for
the tower erection, service
and maintenance industry."
When: Feb. 23-26
Where: Disney's Coronado Springs Resort, Lake Buena Vista, Fla.
How: http://natehome.comlannual-conference/
How Much: $149 for members, $ 449 for non-members ( until Feb. 13);
one- day and exhibit- only rates available
safety perspective, if there's ashortage,
you're going to have workers migrating to [broadcast] towers that are much
taller than your typical cellular tower,"
Schlekeway says.
The NATE Unite conference will
include an early look at FirstNet, anew
government initiative to create what's
being billed as the first public safety

of Paxson Communications Corp. began his career at
14 as aDJ in upstate New York. As an adult, he bought
WACK(AM), Newark, N.Y. Paxson is credited with sparking the idea for direct-to-consumer on-air marketing and
took the concept to TV, creating the Home Shopping
Club, which became the Home Shopping Network. He
sold HSN and started religious network PAX TV, which
eventually was bought by NBCUniversal and renamed
Ion Television. NAB President/CEO Gordon Smith stated:
"Broadcasters have lost afriend and alegend in the passing of Bud Paxson, who was atenacious advocate for
over-the-air radio and television. Bud's support for program carriage rules as part of the 1992 Cable Act helped
sustain diverse voices on the airwaves and allowed free
and local broadcasting to remain acompetitive force in
today's multichannel world."

sales manager at tower maker Rohn
LLC, which exhibits at both NATE
Unite and the NAB Show. While NAB
draws more of the industry's decision
makers, Rohn says NATE Unite is a
good opportunity to meet many of the
small contractors who actually do the
bulk of the industry's tower work.
The
February
timing
of the
NATE Unite conference is no accident; Schlekeway says it's timed to
the industry's traditional slow season,
when weather keeps many tower crews
grounded.
"But as busy as we've been in the
last couple of years," he says, "it isn't
easy to pull crews out, even in the dead
of winter, because there's been so much
demand for their services."
NATE Unite will be back in warm
weather again in February 2016, when
the 21st convention is scheduled to take
place in New Orleans.
Veteran broadcaster Scott Fybush is
editor of NorthEast Radio Watch (
www.
fybush.com) and has written for Radio
World since 1999.
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Tame the Fire-Breathing Transmitter
Troubleshooting tips can save you time

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

transmitters practically can repair themselves, with all their diagnostics. But if you have an
older tube transmitter, repairs can take time.
There are two main reasons. First, the original manufacturer may no longer support that model; second,
you may be missing the instruction manual and schematics. Older transmitter documentation can be found
on the Web, but another source is an older engineer
who may have cut his teeth on these rigs. Check with
local contract engineers, as they need to have knowledge on avariety of models and power levels.
Whenever the transmitter fails, it's important to consider all evidence obtained by meters, tripped breakers
or burned components. This is agood reason to visit
your sites regularly. If the transmitter has a blower
fan, is it running? Is it making noise? The absence of
normal sounds, like that blower motor, or the clack of
relays and contactors when restarting the rig, can help
you diagnose where the problem is.
When troubleshooting, take someone with you. In
a contract situation, I'd ask the GM, owner or PD to
accompany me. We all know what kind of respect is
earned when the plate ON switch is greeted by flames
shooting out the top of the transmitter and accompanied by a terrific bang. Engineers have told me they
prefer to restart their rigs using their cell phone dialed
into the remote control — so they're not right next to
the fireworks.
In working on a particularly troublesome Collins
Power Rock, we'd often use a wooden broom pole to
push the ON button, just so we weren't right on top of
the rig when it exploded.
If you're new to the industry, understand that this is
dangerous stuff. No station is worth dying over. Some
straightforward safety steps are in order.
To begin: Never work on a transmitter when you
are tired. And its corollary: Never work alone. Should
something happen, you want someone to be there who
can call 911.
Most transmitters are controlled by remote control
systems. Make sure the remote control is disabled or in
maintenance mode, so no one back at the studio accidentally turns the transmitter on while you're inside it.
Then we get to the AC breakers. It's important that
all are identified, and turned off. Again, this is so you
can make your internal inspection safely.
As you open the back, check that the power supply
shorting interlocks, as well as the control interlocks.
They should be working. What you want to inspect is
that the interlock wiring is intact. Sometimes engineers
will defeat the interlock switch with a clip lead and
forget to remove it. Before reaching inside, take the
shorting stick and short out all components.
If your transmitter doesn't have a shorting stick,
construct one. I've seen folks use ayardstick or broom
handle about three feet long — nothing fancy. Screw
abolt into one end and sandwich the ground cable lug
between two nuts. At the other end of the ground cable,

I
—

even save your life

affix alarge spring clamp — like an oversized alligator clip. The ground clip is attached to the transmitter
chassis, and the business end of the shorting stick is
used to touch all components. This ensures they are
de-energized.
The first time you encounter alive component and
hear the crack and see the arc, just remember that
could have been your hand! Safety components, like
interlocks, are supposed to keep you safe. The shorting
stick is akin to wearing abelt and suspenders. Working
around gear like this, one can never be too safe.

suspect the high-voltage power supply (HVPS).
Check the filament voltage meter — no filament
voltage means no tube emission. Depending on the
environment, I've seen the leads to the tube filaments
corrode. These cables carry alot of current, that's why
they are the diameter of your finger. Clean, tight connections are imperative.
This is just astart, and we'll continue in future columns. Some of our sage readers will have other things
to check, and we'll include them. ( For more about
tubes, see page 18.)

B

ruce Roberts is the director of engineering for
Apex Broadcasting in Charleston, S.C. Bruce
shares a picture of a station he thinks was near New
Albany, Miss., shown in Fig. 1. He inferred the location

Alti I )1T1 1
Fig. 1: Can anyone clai
this station studio?

Keep your camera-phone handy to snap pictures of
anything suspicious. Use your nose, as well as your
eyes, to spot burned or overheated components. A
bright trouble lamp is a must-have, and your big box
hardware stores have LED versions that won't burn out.
If you are using atraditional trouble lamp, the next time
your tower lights are changed, tell the rigger to give
you the old bulbs. This is aneat way to recycle the side
light bulbs, as they certainly will enlighten the subject.
Let's say nothing obvious is visible. Button things
up, turn the breakers on and try again to bring the
transmitter up. Before touching any controls on the
transmitter other than PLATE ON, grab a pad and a
pen, and write down what you see. Are overload lights
lit? These indicators will point you to the section of the
transmitter that's at fault.
Does the transmitter come on but quickly shut down?
That's usually asign of ashort somewhere. What do the
meters read? If there is no indication of plate voltage,

from the poster hanging on the wall.
This was typical of small market stations in the '50s
and '60s. A very low-budget build, and the equipment
just lasted forever. Bruce wonders if Workbench readers
can identify the specific station, and share any stories.
He concludes by pointing out those turntable remote
start switches down where your left knee would be ...
gee, they look like light switches! Surprise, they are!
Email your thoughts (and high resolution pictures) to
johnpbisset@gmail.com.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll help your fellow
engineers and qualify for SBE recertification credit.
Send Workbench tips to johnpbissetegmail.com. Fax
to (603) 472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 45 years in the broadcasting industry and is still learning. He handles West
Coast sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE Certified
and is apast recipient of the SBE's Educator of the
Year Award.
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Can IPut My Antenna in aTree?
LPFM beginners are asking alot of questions; they could use your help

LPFM
BY DAN SLENTZ
I'm in anumber of online low-power
FM groups; and with the recent expansion of the LPFM service, Ihave been
seeing a lot of queries from people
with little experience in engineering and
broadcasting. Some questions are excellent, but others are almost frightening in
their lack of understanding.
Below is asampling, plus my observations based on my experience in noncommercial low-power FM stations. My comments here assume a bare-bones operation. There are many levels of possible
complexity to building and managing
your station. And to help answer questions, we've also tapped industry experts
including attorney John Garziglia, LPFM
consultant Michi Bradley, and engineers
Michael LeClair, Cris Alexander and
Tom Osenkowsky, the three of whom
also contribute to Radio World.

-s
LPFM broadcasters are shown unloading aCollins transmitter during aworkshop.
From the website of the Prometheus Radio Project.

RF energy is ascience and not an experiment.

For all questions regarding technical
performance or legal liability, Istrongly
recommend that you talk to a broadcast engineering consultant or licensed
broadcast lawyer with expertise in the
LPFM area. By doing it right the first
time — seeking experienced engineering and assistance with choosing the
right gear — you can save a lot of
money (and potential fines).
Here are some questions I've seen
recently.
If Icombine a5I8- inch vertical antenna
with acircular polarized antenna, what
kind of pattern will be produced and
what kind of coverage should Iexpect?
Combining different styles of antennas is ano-no. RF energy is ascience,
not an experiment. Antennas work with
or against one other to produce proper

300 NI — 2.5 kVV
Digital/Analog FM

nautei

nautel.comNS

Big Transmitter Features
in aSmall Box

signal. In some cases, this can create
useful "gain," but in others kmight produce a "null" or void in the signal.
LPFMs generally are not licensed
to be directional FMs, i.e. they are not
aimed in certain directions while suppressed in others); you must use proper
antennas and not experiment with different types/polarities. But some may
be directional if they are public safety
stations or it is necessary to protect
second-adjacent stations.
Also, in many cases aspecific transmitting antenna make and model, along
with the number of bays and spacing,
were specified in the construction permit
application to obtain a second-adjacent
channel waiver. An applicant in that
instance must use the specified antenna
or an antenna with the same radiation
characteristics. Finally, the FCC's license
application itself asks for the make and
model of the transmitting antenna used,
and any changes after the filing of the
license application requires that either
an amendment or an application for a
modification of license be filed.
What will my power utility bill be?
A starting point is to ask alocal electrician to perform a site study on your
power usage. Knowing how much power

a transmitter uses is relatively simple,
but power rates change according to
location and provider, and you will use
power in other ways as well. In general,
LPFM transmitters are all low-power
units that draw a few hundred watts
at most. Most of you facility's power
will likely be consumed by your studio
equipment and studio lights, plus the air
conditioning and heating systems. For
more advanced LPFM owners, arough
monthly estimate for electrical use is:
0.001 x 2xTPO (watts) x 24 x 30 x
price per kWh
The estimated local price per kWh
can be found by Googling the town/
state name and electricity rate. Or look
at aresidential bill to get a +/- 10 percent
estimate.
Should Irun my library through software and save all my audio files with
the audio processing embedded into
each file?
Keep in mind that when an audio file
is "doctored" in any way (compressed,
expanded, etc.) by an audio processor in
Adobe Audition or other software, the
modification becomes part of the song
and can't easily be undone.
General practice is to perform no
processing to the audio file. There are
varying opinions about MP3s, but I
would suggest this: Don't use them if
at all possible! Stick with WAV files.
They take up more hard-drive space, but
that's very cheap nowadays.
If you are stuck with using an MP3,
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try to insist on a minimum bit rate of
at least 192 kbps. Anything lower can
create bad sounding radio. MP3-128s
and lower can produce degraded audio
with strange-sounding sonic artifacts
when used for over-the air-broadcasting.
When a song is compressed, it cannot
be uncompressed, at least audibly and
sonically. You can turn an MP3 into a
WAV file; that doesn't put back what
was taken away.
The only safe bet for "fixing audio"
is a process often called normalizing.
This simply takes the peak level and
brings it up or down to 100 percent
so every song basically has about the
same "volume." It does not take quiet
passages and makes them louder. It
simply looks at the entire song to make
sure that songs recorded at a hot level
are brought down to "normal" or quiet
songs are brought up to "normal."
Your station's overall audio should
be processed live and in real time, just
prior to being transmitted. This allows
you to "sweeten" or increase the levels
at the transmitter. If you decide that you
really want a "punchy" on-air sound,
you can apply more processing; if later
you decide you want music to maintain
the original dynamics, this will still be
possible, through adjustments at the onair processor.
How many computers do Ineed to run
my LPFM radio station?
It depends.
You need one for on-air playout (and
automation, if you plan to use it). I
would keep production on a different
computer, even though today's systems
can handle multitasking. Ialso recommend having another computer as an
office system for Internet functions,
logs, etc. So I'd go with at least three,
though production and office work
could be multitasked onto one.
This brings up networking. Irecommend keeping your on-air machine off
the Internet or at least behind afirewall
and second NIC ( Ethernet port). The
main point to consider here is protecting
your on-air automation machine from
harmful and destructive attacks coming
in from the Internet.
My tower guy tells me that a tower in
a residential neighborhood is going to
be "frowned upon" and is mounting my
antenna in atree.
This comment raises myriad concerns. Yes, a "poor guy's station" can
use atelephone pole or aroof chimney
mount with a2-foot pole to support an
antenna. But atree is a living thing. It
grows; it has aroot and water distribution system. It may distort your RF energy. Seasonal changes may affect your
coverage. It may tempt a youngster or
other person to climb into harm's way.
How are you going to allow your run of
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coax to change as the antenna ,tructure
grows each year? Are you going to file
with the FCC each year as you have a
new height (or maybe every few years).
Keep in mind that the LPFM authorization specifies an exact set of geographic coordinates, and exact height,
at which the antenna must be installed.
Moving an antenna by more than ajust
a few feet in location, or more than
2 meters higher or 4 meters lower in
height, will require that a modification application be filed with the FCC.
Finally, the location must comply with
the FCC's radio frequency radiation
guidelines. The FCC regards RFR noncompliance as aserious matter.
is it true that if my transmitter is at least
8feet above the floor, it will transmit
farther?
No. Someone may have told you "an
FM transmitter gets out further when
it's higher." They were talking about
the antenna, not the transmitter. Your
transmitter will be mounted in a rack,
and it's a reasonable idea to keep it a
few feet off the floor, no higher than eye
level. But this is just for access and ease
of service.
The above are but a sample of dozens of questions from new and pending
LPFM broadcasters being posted every
day. In many cases, the answer is really
amatter of opinion; but others are cause
for concern for technical performance,
safety or legality.
If you have a construction permit
for an LPFM, Iinvite you to reach out
to your local radio stations (as well as
TV) and introduce yourself to start

-Milner
lus Media

creating your own network of broadcast
support contacts. Join the Society of
Broadcast Engineers and attend local
chapter meetings. Your local engineers
can be a source of great advice and
maybe used gear. Sign up for free subscriptions to broadcast engineering,programming and management magazines.
Look for resources that are reliable
for information, like the Radio World
eBook "LPFM 2014" available for free
at www.radioworld.com/ebooks.
Meantime, a qualified broadcast
engineering consultant or licensed
broadcast lawyer with expertise in
LPFM is invaluable.
And if you are abroadcast engineer,
please consider reaching out to LPFM
stations. Iknow sometimes "new guys
on the block" ask questions that are,
to put it mildly, interesting; but your
experience and helpfulness might save
both them and you some headaches.
LPFM folks are excited about radio in
away that reminds us of the medium's
true appeal — and your next assistant
engineer might just be cutting his or her
teeth at that little LPFM on the other
side of town. Responsible LPFMers are
not trying to cause interference or make
your life difficult; they're here because
they have the same broadcasting bug
that bit you years ago. They're eager,
excited and chomping at the bit to play
in this world of radio.
My thanks to Michi Bradley, Cris
Alexander, Michael LeClair, Tom Osenkowsky and John Garziglia for their
input.
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldanbmedia.com with Letters to the Editor in the subject line.
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Radio World's growing library of eBooks can assist you ¡ n
maximizing your investment in an array of platforms and
tools: licensed transmission, online streaming, mobile
apps, multicasting, translators, podcasts. RDS, metadata
and mucn more. The eBooks are ahuge hit with rDaders.
They help engineers, GMs, operations managers and
other top radio executives — radio's new breed o'
digital, cross- platform decision- makers — understand
this new world and thrive in it.
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INTELLIGENT

NETWORK

everything you need to put music on the air...
all the way from audio input to your transmitter, in a single box.
When we invented modern radio audio networking. we vowed to build the first truly intelligent IP audio system. One where every interface held the DNA of the entire system
for recovery. A system with true Gigabit connectivity. One that required only asingle CAT- 6cable to interface any network piece - to carry audio AND control information.
A system that could actually be up 24/7/365 and handle everything you need yet so simple to interface as to be virtually foolproof. Well, here ya go...

•AES6r

•Gigabit Connectivity
All BLADE- 3s use Gigabit Ethernet

Ability to support AES67 compliant devices. Allows
WheatNet-IP system to synchronize to IEEE1588 from

eiMg?

This makes all the difference
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in network capacity. near-zei;

aPIP grandmaster clock and ingest /stream AES67

mew ---

latency, throughput, reliability - in

compliant packets.

short, everything.

•44.1, 48K, External Sync or AES67 Operation*
•Clock/Sync and Alarm Indicators*

•Virtually All Audio Formats
BLADEs are built to handle and convert native analon

•Automation Control Interface

microphone. AES/EBU. SPDIF. AOIP, MADI. SDI an:

This is a "tool box" that every BLADE has that allows

AES67.

full control of the BLADE's functions such as routing.
*moos en. Nim 1
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silence detection. Each BLADE supports up to 20

•Stereo Audio Processor*
Each BLADE- 3has astereo multiband processor

.

:

•

•

ACI connections which can be used with devices like
Talent Stations, GP panels, SideBoards. etc. It also
allows control of our partners/third party equipment.

with the following: 4- band parametric equalizer,

â
• •
• ',or

ducking, panning, full logic control, mixing and

•••••1

3-way crossovers, 3compressors, 3limiters, and a

• •

•

final lookahead limiter. This is a " routable processor,"
meaning it is not limited to the local I/O on the BLADE
-it can be considered anetwork resource.
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Each BLADE has its own intelligence/operating system
that allows it to be apowerful standalone router, part of

••••••

alarger system or control the entire routing system.
•Two 8x2 Utility Mixers
Each BLADE has two 8x2 utility mixers that can be

•Salvos/Macros
•Studio Bypass
•Front Panel Input and Output Metering

•Onboard Intelligent OS
1•1

•Front Panel Headphone Jack and Source Selection

There is metering for every input and output on the
system - 12-segment, multi-color LEDs that can be
used for metering inputs and outputs as 8pairs or 16
mono signals.

oniendkarkeliermerim
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configured in many different formats. Two 8x2, four
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4x1, etc. These internal mixers are full featured and
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include panning, channel ON/OFF, fader levels, and
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access to any source signal in the system. They
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WIMP Info:
Trap Server IP:
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also include afull ACI (Automation Control Interface)

Cancel

allowing remote control, ducking, auto fade, channel
on/off, levels, source assign. etc.

•SNMP
SNMP gives you centralized monitoring over large

•Audio & Control Routing Matrix

distributed systems. You can configure alarms and

•Source & Destination Control
Each BLADE has the ability to route any system source

Ode
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set thresholds to get notified if and when aproblem
occurs. The instant alarms and notifications help you

to the destinations on that BLADE.

take quick corrective actions through e-mail, SMS, and

•Front Panel Logic Indicators*

•Associated Connections*

•12 Universal GPI/0 Ports

This is agreat feature in BLADEs for callers, codecs.
networks, remote broadcast & live talk shows that

•128 Software Logic Ports*
Used to interface with software switches, indicators,
and control functions throughout the system.

require amix- minus. You can create apredetermined
back haul,.IFB feec or mix- minus for each device
based on its location in the system or on afader. If you

•Built-in Audio Clip Player*

have ashared resource connected to your system,

•Silence Detection

such as acodec, the software will "automagically"

•Dual OLED Displays*

give the proper return feed to the codec based on

•LIO/SLIO Logging*

its destination. When abase connection is made,

executing custom scripts.
•Connection Choices
Has both DB25 to make transitional wiring easy for
existing BRIDGE TDM customers and RJ45 - Studio
Hub compatible RJ connectors for input and output.
•Full Info Screen
Each signal has anew info screen allowing the user to
add text to signals such as wire numbers, termination
locations, etc.

up to ten additional connections can be made. This

•LIO Test

Allows the same source to be identified by different •

significantly helps streamline studio routing, phone and

•Automatic Backup

names. Multiple aliases can be used so different

codec selection.

•Alarm Notification

•Aliases*

operators can share logic functions, source feeds,
routing. etc.
•Auto Mono Summing
•Signal Splitting
•Gain Control on Every Input & Output
•Balance Control

•44.1 or 48K Sampling Rates
•Flexible Signal Configuration

•NTP
•Front Panel Locking
•Version Checker

Signal can be defined as up to 16 mono, 8stereo

•Crosspoint Save

or any combination of mono and stereo totaling 16

•Debugging Tools

channels.

•No Cooling Fans Needed

"indicates features available only in BLADE-3s

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
OK, this spread is an advertising space paid for by Wheatstone. But hopefully you'll find it informative and compelling
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Stay Tuned for More
About the ins and outs of transmitter tubes
description of what tubes do.
Today, atypical 20 kW FM broadcast
transmitter uses about 400 watts of RF
drive to a single tube. That tube has a
gain of about 50 (34 dB) to develop 20
kW of RF at the output. It is RF drive
that controls emission in a tube, like a
valve would in awater pipe.
Radio transmitter tubes today use a
coaxial design. That is to say, the tube
elements are arranged in concentric circles or cylinders around acentral axis.
It was the team of Bill Itel W6UF
and Jack McCullough W6CHE who
developed power tubes starting in 1934.
Their company became Eimac, now
known as CPI, which folks today recognize as the premier power tube supplier.

TECHTIPS
BY MARK PERSONS
Do you know or have you wondered
what is inside atransmitter tube? There
is a huge base of tube transmitters out
there, and you might be tasked with
repairing or maintaining one. The job
of tuning and keeping atube transmitter
working will be alot easier if you know
what is inside.

HISTORY
Electron tube technology dates
back to about 1910. The British called
them valves because that term is an apt

Fig. 1: Two well- used 4CX5000A
tubes, one with its bottom concentric contact rings showing.

Initially, tubes used glass as an insulator between working elements of the
tube and the outside world. Much like a
standard incandescent light bulb, electron tubes need a complete vacuum or
the tube's filament will burn up (oxidize) in short order.

NAMING
The numbering scheme describes
what is going on.
Many know the 4CX250B tube. It
was preceded by the 4X150. The "4"
means it is afour-element tube.
The X separates the elements from
the 150, which is the maximum power
in watts that the tube can dissipate (turn
into heat) safely under CCS (Continuous
Commercial Service) conditions. In
other words, the tube can do this 24
hours aday provided there is adequate
cooling.
Another rating is ICAS ( Intermittent
Commercial and Amateur Service). The
tube can withstand higher dissipation
for a short period of time under that
definition. Then there is the 4CX tube.
The "C" indicates ceramic is employed
as the insulator instead of glass and

can withstand higher temperatures. A
4CX250B can be used as adirect substitute for a4X150 because they are the
same tube, but with different insulators.
So that brings us to the suffix.
An A, B or C is the original tube
with design changes. If it has an F1,
that means "flying leads." These are
heavy filament wires that make it possible for a transmitter manufacturer to
design and build atransmitter that does
not have an expensive tube socket. The
leads often connect directly to a filament transformer. There will be a lead
on acontrol grid too. These are found in
AM, but not FM transmitters, because
the leads would be too long for 100
MHz circuits.
Common tube types in use today
include 4CX15,000A, and five flavors
of 4CX20,000 with an A, B, C, D or
E suffix. Each is slightly different and
usually not compatible with another.
Some tube types have a number
after the suffix letter signifying another
variation on the tube design. Newer
numbering schemes came from military
naming, for example: YU148. They
are often asecond number for the same
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Fig. 3: A screen grid
joined to acontract ring.
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Fig. 2: The inner workings separated from the anode.

Fig. 4: Filament, control grid and screen grid, from left.
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tube. In this case, it is the 3CX6000A7.
A bit confusing.
Air is pumped out of tubes when
they are built or rebuilt. Each tube has
a small metal pipe sticking out of the
top. The tube is turned upside down and
connected to avacuum pump. The idea
is for gravity to help air molecules fall
out of the tube for the best possible vacuum while pumping. It is that critical!
The metal pipe is pinched off providing
agood metallurgic seal before aprotective cap is added.
CERAMIC SEALS
There are many places where air
can get into a tube. Ceramic insulators are bonded to metal rings, which
are connections to elements within the
tube. The ceramic to metal seals can
develop a slow leak that is sometimes
not detected at the factory.
Running a tube too hot can cause a
seal failure. Poor cooling from plugged
air filters or dirt on cooling motor
squirrel cage fan cups will dramatically reduce cooling. A misaligned tube
socket can put undue sideward pressure
on tube seals causing failure too. When
run right, tubes are very robust and reliable. Treating them poorly can result in
early failure.
Fig.
1 shows
two
well- used
4CX5000A tubes, one with its bottom
concentric contact rings showing. A
12-inch ruler is included to give readers
asense of size. Most ceramic tubes have
white insulators. These are the Svetlana
brand tubes from Russia. Their ceramic
is pink in color. Anode, grid and filament contact rings are silver-plated copper. The idea is to make good electrical
connections to atube socket. The ones
shown here are tarnished from several
years of use.
Fig. 2 illustrates the inner workings
separated from the anode. The filament,
control grid and screen grid cluster is
referred to as the "stem." Those parts
are assembled and aligned before final
assembly when the anode is added in
production. The stem portion weighs in
at just 2pounds, while the anode, which
is silver pated copper, tips the scale at 6
pounds in this case.
Fig. 3 shows ascreen grid joined to
a contract ring. This tube type has six
ceramic seals. There are lots of places
where aseal can leak.
Fig. 4 shows afilament, control grid
and screen grid, lined up to show the
small size difference between them.
Once inside each other, there is not
much room for things to go wrong.
These elements are fragile, too. You can
see that the filament came apart as Iwas
disassembling the tube for this article.
Don't try this at home! Sometimes a
tube element wire will break during use
and short to an adjacent element. Ouch,
end of tube!
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HOW DO THEY WORK?
It all starts in the center with the filament. Think of the filament as a light
bulb, which gets hot and emits light.
In this case, it gets. hot enough to
emit electrons too. Those electrons will
be attracted to the outermost element
of the tube, known as the anode, often
called the plate. There could be 10,000
volts or more difference between the
filament and the plate. Those negatively
charged electrons are attracted to the
positively charged plate, aided by being
boiled off the filament at high temperature. It isn't complicated once you

understand what is going on.
SHIPPING/STORAGE BOXES
Use pliers to safely remove metal
staples from flaps in tube shipping
boxes. Ripping a box open ruins the
flaps, so shipping it out for rebuilding
is difficult. Also, staples can tear your
skin if they are still in part of aripped
box.
Keep the boxes on hand, even if they
are empty. You will need them eventually. Boxes are engineered to safely
cradle a tube in foam to keep it safe
from damage. Shipping atube without

aproper box is abad idea.
Keep your hands off the ceramic too.
Oil and dirt from your fingers can create the potential for an arc-over path.
In the concluding part of this article,
we will discuss how to make a tube
work correctly in a transmitter. Stay
tuned. It makes perfect sense.
Mark Persons WOMH is Certified
Professional Broadcast Engineer by
the Society of Broadcast Engineers and
has over 30 years experience. He has
written numerous articles for industry
publications over the years. His website is www.mwpersons.com.
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Logitek

5622 Edgemoor Dr.
Houston, TX 77081 USA
713.664.4470
Toll Free: 800.231.5870
Fax: 713.664.4479

Networked Console Systems

www.logitekaudio.com

Everything You Need For On-Air or Production
Logitek's updated Mosaic console is built to handle the rigorous demands of on-air, production or news
mixing for radio or television.
Powered by Logitek JetStream Audio Networking, the Mosaic offers the flexibility of AolP within a
streamlined, desktop-friendly design. Consoles are available in sizes ranging from 4to 24 faders, with
2different sizes of meter bridges. Bright, easily read OLED screens are used throughout for source
identification and confidence metering; illuminated rotary controls and programmable backlighting for
on/off and selector buttons allow custom color-coding for operators and easy operation in any type of
studio lighting.
An updated Softkey module incorporates dedicated profanity controls and eight Quick-Select buttons
for mix changes, transmission switching, studio switching and more: an optional Source Selector module
adds five more Quick-Select router controls.
Call today to schedule your demo of the Mosaic, or another of Logitek's digital consoles based on our
exclusive Dense Node IP Architecture.
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Translator Challenges: Make Your Move
Let's consider the implications of the denial of the Tell City waiver request
25 miles from the AM transmitter site.
Moving FM translators can be problematic. The FCC rules specify that there
must be a60 d13kt overlap between the
existing and proposed translator facili-

ITRANSLATORS
BY JOHN GARZIGLIA
In the first part of this series about
translators, we looked at the basic
regulatory aspects of FM translator
stations. In the second, we approached
translators from the perspective of the
licensee and in particular, the licensee
of an FM translator that is an in-contour fill-in translator carrying either
an AM station or an HD sub- channel. Read those at radioworld.com/
translators.
In this part, we look at some of the
challenges faced by AM station licensees who wish to acquire an FM translator, either in the marketplace or in the
proposed AM- only FCC filing window
for FM translators.
For an AM licensee, there are two
potential paths to obtaining an FM
translator: The purchase or lease of a
currently authorized FM translator; or
applying in the proposed AM-only FM
translator window. The latter assumes
the FCC will move forward with AM
revitalization.
An FM translator re-broadcasting
an AM station must be at alocation in
which the translator's 60 d13µ contour
is within the AM station's 2mV/m contour and does not extend greater than

translator site overlaps the opposite
contour at the desired translator site
(i.e., either the protected contour overlaps the interfering contour, or vice
versa). The FCC will impose a four-

Had the Tell City waiver been granted,
AM revitalization benefits would have accrued to
both AM stations and to the AM listening public.

ties to qualify for aminor change move
of an FM translator (amajor change is
prohibited except in filing windows,
the last of which occurred in 2003).
In the past several years, the FCC's
Audio Division has imposed significant
limitations on sequential FM translator
transmitter site moves, putting many
existing FM translators out of reach for
AM broadcasters.
EXCEPTIONS
If an FM translator is to be moved to
serve an AM station, aMattoon waiver
may be requested to move a greater
distance than the current rules allow. A
Mattoon waiver grant requires, among
other elements, that the protected or
interfering contour at the authorized

year restriction that ties the translator
to the primary AM station upon agrant
of aMattoon waiver.
AM-ONLY
It may be equally problematic for an
AM station to acquire an FM translator in the prospective AM-only FM
translator window. The FCC has proposed limiting applications to one per
applicant. The problem with limiting
applications to one per applicant using
the FCC's window filing system is that
in areas where there may be more than
one available frequency, the applicant is
forced into aposition of rolling the dice
on the choice of achannel.
GOOD LUCK
If an AM station applicant for an
FM translator in the upcoming window
is fortunate to choose a frequency for
which no other AM station applies, a
grant should be forthcoming quickly.
If, however, an applicant is less lucky

and picks afrequency for which others
apply, the applicant may be forced into
an FCC auction where only the high
bidder is awarded an FM translator construction permit. This is apoor way for
an AM licensee to plan for the future
acquisition of an FM translator.
An expansive proposal for an AM
licensee to obtain and move an FM
translator to a suitable location was
recently denied by the FCC's Audio
Division in its Tell City waiver decision. The waiver would have allowed
AM stations to obtain FM translators
in the marketplace and move the transmitter site agreater distance than now
allowed by either the current minor
change rules or the Mattoon waiver.
Had the Tell City waiver been granted,
AM revitalization benefits would have
accrued to both AM stations and to the
AM listening public.
APPEAL
The Tell City waiver applicant, in
conjunction with the Minority Media
and Telecommunications Council, has
appealed the Tell City waiver denial.
The National Association of Broadcasters filed in support of the appeal. ( Full
disclosure: Irepresented the proposed
buyer of the FM translator in the Tell
City waiver application, as well as
the applicant in the Mattoon waiver
decision.)
If the FCC appeal should be successful, the Tell City waiver would allow for
far greater benefits than just about any
other AM revitalization proposal currently pending.
Finally, as noted in the previous
article of this series, the FCC's possible adoption of FM rule changes such
as the proposed Class C4 category or
assigning FM stations using only contour protection could be pernicious to
continued FM translator service. Either
could decimate a number of existing
and future translators obtained by AM
stations.
Next time, we will look at some
issues full-service stations may have
with possible interference from FM
translators.
Send questions about this series to
radioworldenbmedia.com.
John F. Garziglia is a veteran radio
and television attorney offering assistance in all areas of Federal Communications Commission law in the
Washington offices of Womble Carlyle.
For other publications, see listings at
www.linkedin.comlinljohngarziglia.
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CORRECTION

BROADCAST CONSOLES

SANDIES
214-547-2570
WWW.SANDIESUSA.COM
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OHM, MY BAD
"Ohm's Formula One," in the Jan. 1, 2014 issue, incorrectly stated that Pieter van
Musschenbroek's hometown was in Lieden, Germany. He was from Leiden, Holland.
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Background checks
can save you plenty
of headaches
I'm not making this up.
New Year's Eve, 2 a.m., a DJ who
worked for me decided nobody was listening, so she signed the station off the
air and left to go to aparty.
Yes, she actually turned off the transmitter. And at that point there was no
automation at this station.
Perhaps she was correct about alack
of audience, because as the program
director, Idid not get a call until 5:15
a.m., when her relief arrived. He'd wondered what was wrong during his drive
to the station because he'd heard nothing but static. Figuring there'd been a
massive power failure, he was surprised
when he could turn the studio lights on,
so he knew something was amiss.
At first Ithought it must have been
a personal emergency. Perhaps she
couldn't reach anyone, and she had no
choice but to turn off the radio station
and leave. But when Ifinally reached
her later that afternoon, she actually
expressed that she'd really, really wanted to go to that party; and what the hey,
she was quitting anyway.
Then something even more amazing
happened.
About six weeks later, she got agreat
job doing afternoon drive in another
major market. How? Simple: Nobody
from her new station ever called me for
areference.
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Whether you're hiring on-air performers, sales talent, operations people
or engineers, here are afew suggestions
I've learned both the hard way and from
interacting with peers.
DO YOUR HOMEWORK
If you're a hiring manager and you
don't check up on applicants prior to
hire, you have only yourself to blame
when bad history repeats itself. If you're
convinced that checking references is
a waste of time, you haven't spoken
to enough former employers and coworkers.
Over many years of hiring people,
I've come across those expected few
occasions when references have been
subtly negative about a former colleague's performance and behavior. I've

VVVVVV_STIJIDIOITEMS.COM
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one person and not from another that
I've called the first person back to try to
make more sense of it. I've also had to
ask acandidate for additional references
in order to get abetter perspective.
You should contact at least three references given to you by the candidate.
Whenever possible, Ialso try to network
my way to people we know in common
in an attempt to dig out an honest review
of acandidate's prior performance.
Is it fair to cold-call an applicant's
former employer without their permission? No, it is not. However, if asked and
the candidate doesn't give you permission to do so, Iwould seriously wonder
111111111111111111111111111

If you're convinced that checking references is
awaste of time, you haven't spoken to enough former
employers and co-workers.
111•11111111111111111
also called references expecting to hear
amazing things about the candidate,
who said just the opposite. And then
there are times I've connected with a
reference only to discover that they do
not have any interest in speaking about
the candidate at all.
There have been a few occasions
when Iget something so negative from

STÚDIO ITEMS INC

why they don't want the connection to
happen; I'd ask them to explain.
It is most certainly never cool to
contact acurrent employer without permission.
It's typical to reach a reference by
telephone. But why stop there? For a
number of years now, I've Skyped with
(continued on page 23)

(815) 669-2070

LOW PROFILE MIC BOOMS

- PRE-WIRED WITH GOLD PLATED NEUTRIK XLR CONNECTORS
- MECHANICAL BOOM STOP ( SO ARM CAN NOT ROTATE 360 DEGREES)
- HOLLOW RISER SO MIC CABLE CAN RUN DIRECTLY TO MIC ARM
XLR CREATING A CLEAN AND UNCLUTTERED LOOK
- 22" REACH
- LED COLORS: RED, BLUE, GREEN, WHITE, ORANGE, AND YELLOW
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PROGRAMMATIC
(continued from page 1)
it should be understood, too, by managers in other departments of a media/
radio enterprise.
One of the first panel discussions
on programmatic trading in radio took
place at Radio Show 2014 in Indianapolis. We talked with several industry leaders about the implications of this topic.
IT'S HAPPENING
Programmatic ad buying, in which
advertisers can use real-time applications to purchase inventory associated
with audience segments and listener
attributes, generated $ 10 billion worth
of revenue in the United States. That's
according to Jelli, a programmatic ad
platform for the global radio market.
Since the dawn of digital, premium inventory has been sold to clients
via direct sales teams with guarantees
surrounding placement and positioning. Today, premium inventory also is
available through open exchanges and
private market places meaning that a
site's home page, or a popular and
high-quality section of awebsite, is also
likely available through programmatic.
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an event where the publisher ( in this
case, the stations) restricts access to
select buyers/advertisers via aWhitelist/
Blocklist. It is important to note that it
is a true auction where buyers will be
expected to bid on inventory.
Finally, there is the "Open Auction,"
described by the IAB as the Wild West
of auctions. A publisher usually will
allow all buyers to participate. Typically
there is no direct relationship between
the buyer and seller. Publishers may use
blocklists to limit access. Advertisers
may not be aware of what publishers they
are buying on.
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PROGRAMMATIC AND AUTOMATION
- THE PUBLISHERS' PERSPECTIVE
SUMMARY

ÍThe terms " programmatic", "automation" & " RTB" evoke a lot of confusion in the
marketplace, meaning different things to different people. This paper aims to provide
clarity, from the publishers' perspective, by outlining four main ways of transacting
"programmatically today. It provides a clear framework for distinguishing between
them and highlights other factors commonly associated with each " programmatic"
transaction. Given how quickly the marketplace evolves, comments and feedback
\„,..ye welcome.

WHAT IS
PROGRAMMATIC?

Programmatic buying and selling of digital advertising inventory, including real-time bidding
(RTB) has been growing over the past couple of years and has the potential to transform how
we buy and sell ad inventory. While RTB has historically been associated with remnant

THE NEXT FRONTIER
Programmatic buying originated
when Web publishers used it to sell
lower-valued ad inventory. It worked so
well it was then used to buy and sell premium inventory. Programmatic trading
has now spread to cover advertising in
all media, and radio is its next frontier.
Despite all the talk about programmatic, it is making slower inroads
outside of the online environment. A
poll recently taken by the Association
of National Advertisers of 153 clientside marketers indicates that almost
40 percent have low or no awareness

inventory, this technology is now increasingly being applied to awider range of inventory.
The RTB pipes are now being used to conduct different types of transactions (for example fixedrate deals) which creates misunderstanding. There has been confusion in the marketplace over
terminology with anumber of terms being used interchangeably such as, "programmatic,"
"RTB," "programmatic direct," programmatic premium," " programmatic guaranteed."
"automation: "e-business: and more.
This paper has identified four discrete types of " programmatic" transactions - Automated
Guaranteed. Unreserved Fixed Rate, Invitation-Only Auctions. and Open Auctions
(see pg. 3for definitions).
Participation

Automated Guaranteed

Reserved

Fixed

One-One

Other Terrns

Other

Used in Market

Considerations

Progrommonc guaranteed
Programme, cpremium
Programmatic direct
Programmatic reserved

Un eeeee ved Fixed Rate

.- ea•rred

One-One

• Pnontoofion

Preferred deals

the ad sener

Private access

• Deal ID

First right of renal

• Data usage
Invitation-Only Auction

Programmatic trading enables us to close the gap
between audio and other digital media types.

Unreserved

Aucfion

One- Few

Private marketplace

• Transparency

Private menu,

ICI buyer

Closed auction

• Price Boors

Private access
/warm

One-All

Realeme bidding ( RTB
Open exchange
Open market-Jo.
Soma.. Inrerreenve Adverusenq Bureau 2013

—John Rosso
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UNDERSTANDING

According to the Interactive Advertising Bureau, there are four types of
programmatic trading.
"Automated Guaranteed" works like
traditional direct sales, with a fixed
price. The difference is that the campaign trafficking is automated.
The second type is "Unreserved
Fixed-Rate." These function in an
exchange environment, but have prenegotiated fixed pricing (CPM, CPC,
etc.) These types of deals usually come
in at a higher priority than invitationonly or open auctions (see chart). A
deal of this type happens because of
advertiser demand for a more predictable offering within the exchange space.
"Invitation-Only Auction" refers to
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of programmatic buying. A little more
than half of the respondents have used
programmatic buying in the last year.
For the brokers and middlemen in the
process, however, that is the good news.
"Terrestrial radio is the next big
growth opportunity for programmatic
trading," said Jelli CEO Mike Dougherty. He adds that it has some catching up
to do on the technology side before it can
reap the benefits of automated buying.
"Because they don't have the ad tech,
they have fundamental problems that
aren't issues in the online space, such as
ensuring that an ad was delivered properly," said Dougherty, adding metaphorically: "Of 4 trillion ads run in radio,
there are 100 billion and ahalf mistakes
every year that require make-goods to
redo the ad properly." (See related interview in our Jan. 14 issue, "Jelli: Programmatic Is Radio's Future.")
Another issue of terrestrial radio
addressed by programmatic is proof of
performance. Advertisers usually don't
know if, or how much, aradio spot has
impacted purchasing decisions until the
next quarter, when they can match it
with sales and conversion data.

PROGRAMMATIC

AND

AUTOMATION

I

A chart from the Interactive Advertising Bureau (
www.iab.net) identifies four
discrete types of programmatic transactions.
A programmatic platform addresses both of these problems through ad
delivery and real-time reporting. The
ad serving hardware is located at each
affiliated station and tied into the station's automation and traffic systems.
"After our gear is connected, that station
lights up on our platform as being available to run ads," said Dougherty.
When a station goes into a commercial break, the ad server takes over,
running whatever spots are on the log.
The spots originate on the platform's
cloud-based application.
"Currently, radio generates about $ 16
billion of revenue," said Dougherty,
"but zero percent of that is from programmatic trading. Our job is to bring
radio into the equation." He adds that
the current numbers and projections for
programmatic trading in radio are very
positive. "In 2014, $ 10 billion has been
spent in the U.S. on programmatics,
although all of it is outside of the radio
industry. That's an increase of 130 percent over 2013. The growth in the next
20 months is expected to be between

$10 and 20 billion."
According to Dougherty, media buyers like to purchase a holistic media
mix of digital channels. As it stands
now, terrestrial radio must be purchased
separately, meaning it is losing advertising dollars.
With programmatic, the playing field
is leveled for terrestrial radio. Buyers
can look at real-time data and match
activity to sales on adashboard, making
it much easier to target audience segments, as well as more flexible than traditional methods of buying radio time.
CHANGE IS INEVITABLE
As
programmatic
advertising
becomes more integrated into terrestrial broadcasting, some changes can
be expected in how the station's sales
department works.
"The numbers of sales people probably won't change much," said Dougherty. "What will change is how they
spend their time. A programmatic ad
platform working with astation's automation and traffic systems pretty well
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the chain," said John Rosso, president of
market development for Triton Digital.
RadioDash provides stations, networks and advertisers with detailed insights for ad campaigns in real time, as well as instant
"And that's how programmatic works
with terrestrial radio." He adds that
validation of spots running on broadcast radio via adashboard. Source: kill
streaming media are different in that
they provide the ability to target ads to
"Some people believe that there's
could lead to 'cost per mille' declines
grammatic for the Saga CEO seems to
specific listeners.
a pool of global advertising dollars
as broadcasters seek to cut the price on
be the " unreserved fixed-rate open aucA programmatic ad platform for
that they can tap into with programunsold inventory. These price declines
tion:' where buyers and sellers have no
streaming media, for example, enables
matic, and that's not true. Ad campaigns
have occurred on the Web with the
direct contact, and the advertisers may
real-time bidding and programmatic
are always localized to target regions
advent of programmatic. However,
not even know what stations they are
buying of targeted online and mobile
and cultures. What will happen is that
inventory is finite, and controls can be
buying. One of the ways that stations
audio inventory for adversomeone listening to the
more disciplined.
can protect themselves with open auctisers, which enhances
stream of aTurkish radio
"I believe that if the right platform
tion is to blacklist certain advertisers
the ability to manage,
station while in New York
and right information is maintained,
from participating.
buy and sell third-party
City, for example, may
radio should see new revenue streams
The plan at Saga is to maintain the
advertising campaigns.
soon hear commercials
from this improved information flow."
"core competencies in broadcast sales"
The platform's automated,
for New York businesses,
He adds that so far, 1,500 stations
and graft programmatic on to it. The
exchange-driven method
rather than the Turkish
have signed aletter of intent to come on
question of whether to release both the
of buying and selling ad
ads that are playing on
board with Marketron. The beta of its
restricted and non-restricted inventory
impressions
facilitates
that stream locally."
new system for programmatic trading
from the Saga stations remains unanrapid and precise transacRosso concludes that
was set to roll out after Jan. 1of this
swered, according to a post on Seeger
tions, eliminating waste
this is a trend that canyear and should be fully operational by
Media's Facebook page.
and resulting in the highnot be ignored. "Prothe second quarter.
Comment on this or any story. Write
est price for publishers
grammatic is the fastOn the station side, the outlook
to raclio\\ orldenbmedia.com.
and the greatest efficienest-growing segment of
seems to range between pragmatism
cy for advertisers.
advertising globally, and
and resignation. Since the landscape is
"Programmatic tradmost digital media run on
still in astate of flux, many groups were
ing enables us to close John Rosso, Triton Digital
programmatic."
unwilling to speak on the record to RW.
the gap between audio
While programmatic
"We can no longer ignore what is
and other digital media
brings a larger pool of
coming," said Saga CEO Ed Christian,
types:' said Rosso. "Right now, there
advertising dollars to radio, there are
plus a Whale tot of other stuff!
discussing programmatic trading in a
are anumber of people with digital ad
some who wonder if it might have a
recent post on Facebook by brokerage/
budgets who are not buying radio."
detrimental effect on the price per ad.
consultancy Seeger Media. "We will
Some of the buzz about programJeff Haley, CEO of Marketron, elabneed to find ways to work in both
àBROAUCAST
matic emphasizes the globalization of
orated: "There is justifiable concern
worlds, and to possess the tools to work
m SERVICIES
advertising, but as Rosso sees it, that's a
within the radio industry that introon alevel playing field."
bit of amisconception.
ducing automated buying technology
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afew of them if they're game. It's amazing how much more
one can read from facial expressions and body language.
What about background checks on afinalist prior to an
offer? Sometimes you learn things about candidates that,
while not truly relevant to past performance, can speak to
integrity. For example, you may learn that acandidate was
convicted of shoplifting many years in the past.
Ask a candidate this key question directly prior to a
background check: "Is there anything in your past that's

going to come out of abackground check that you'd like to
tell me about now?" If they say "yes" and you wish to ask
about it, you may hear how happy or grateful they are to have
changed. If they say "no" and you later learn that they were
convicted of check fraud, you'll have to decide if you feel
comfortable hiring someone who is less than truthful.
Finally, turnaround is fair game. I've always invited final
candidates to check out my past by talking to former or current employees of mine. Few do, but they should, because
accepting ajob has life-changing consequences.
The author is president of Lapidus Media and a longtime contributor. Find more of his Promo Power column at
radioworld.com/promopower.
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KTEQ Is Back on the Air
A labor of love for Radio World
contributor Mario Hieb as he
helps his alma mater

Fl RSTPERSON
BY MARIO HIEB
KTEQ(FM), the campus radio station of the South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology in Rapid
City, S.D., has returned to the air after a14-year hiatus.
Although the station was programming via Internet
streaming during that time, it has returned to the air
on its original FM frequency of 91.3 MHz and with the
original call letters KTEQ.

KTEQ antenna and
STL/IP link mounted
on alighting monopole.
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drawings in AutoCAD showing precise locations of
the pad and enclosure, electrical conduit and the FM
antenna. The package also contained " 1-line" draw-

The engineering school operated its original camings showing signal flows, awire-run list and amaster
pus radio station in 1922 as WCAT (Wildcat Radio),
equipment list. Equipment was ordered by the school
making it one of the first college radio stations in the
and shipped to their receiving department. A storage
United States.
room also doubled as amarshaling and prep area where
My introduction to radio and acareer in broadcastequipment was installed in the racks. Iprebuilt wiring
ing was at KTEQ. In the early 1970s, as alocal high
harnesses based on the rack elevation drawing.
school student, I would fill in during the summer
The equipment included an existing Crown FM-500
months. Actually, the station was off the air most of
FM transmitter and an SWR FMEC/2 two-bay antenthe summer, and because afriend and Ihad our FCC
na. New gear included aBird Wattcher wattmeter, Inooperators licenses, KTEQ would let us come in, turn on
vonics 531 FM modulation monitor, Orban 5500 audio
the transmitter and spin LPs as long as we filled out the
processor, Broadcast Tools Site Sentinel 16 remote
logs properly. Ireceived my Bachelor of Science degree
control and aComrex BRICLink codec. The Crown
in electrical engineering from the school in 1982 while
is fed with acomposite stereo signal from the Orban
working locally in commercial racl io
audio proLcsor. A Fostex RM-1 1 RU stereo audio
Fast forwarding to the
The school- owned land on M Hill.
year 2000, the school hired
The large, concrete letters stood
me to help them get their
for " South Dakota Mines."
license back, which had
been lost due to a series of
unfortunate events the year
previous. Luckily, an NCE
window opened up in 2007,
and we received aconstruction permit in May of 2011
to operate on the original
frequency with the original
call letters. The school then
had three years to complete
the construction. So we went
to work.
RESURRECTION
The first step was to find
agood location for the 500watt station. Because it had
been off of the air, operating
funds were low and local
tower space was priced at apremium. The school did
own some land on acentrally located hilltop known as
"M Hill" because of the large, concrete letters "SMD,"
which stood for "South Dakota Mines." These giant
letters go back to the 1930s and were constructed,
by hand, by engineering students. Upperclassmen
recruited underclassmen to carry, in buckets, the water
for the concrete from Rapid Creek at the base of the hill
and up atrail to the top. Apparently, more water would
slosh out of the buckets than make it to the summit and
along, steep, muddy slide would be created.
Each year on Homecoming Day, the freshman class
polishes the completed letters and the graduating class
places abronze plaque in the concrete, memorializing
the class and the graduating seniors. As it turns out,
there are 50-foot lighting monopoles at the base of M
Hill for lighting the concrete letters at night. Further
inspection revealed that there was room for atwo-bay
FM antenna at the top of one of the monopoles.
So we had our transmission location.
Though arelatively small project, this was planned
and executed like a big-budget one. The transmitter would be contained in a4-foot tall stainless steel
DDB Unlimited enclosure that was equipped with an
optional HVAC system. The enclosure was bolted to
aconcrete pad just afew feet from the lighting monopole. Because Iwasn't on-site for the construction, I
created adesign package including plan and elevation

monitor makes anice quality assurance monitor and it
even has aheadphone jack.
The station STL path is about three miles and consists of aRadwin IP bridge that allows for both stereo
programming and IP for remote access to the remote
control, audio processor and anything else with an IP
port. All of this fits in the small DDB enclosure ...
there is no transmitter building. Time will tell if this
enclosure will provide adequate protection from the
harsh South Dakota climate, but Iam impressed with
the workmanship of the enclosure.
The campus streaming studio required some modification to allow for "over the air" broadcasting. The
audio console fed an Aphex 320 (for audio leveling),
followed by an audio distribution amplifier, which
provided numerous analog stereo feeds. Next in line
was a Sage Alerting Systems EAS encoder and the
Comrex BRIC converted the stereo analog audio to an
IP stream. The campus IT wizards took the IP stream
and ran it across campus to the electrical engineering/physics building. On the roof, aRadwin IP bridge
transceiver was mounted on a pre-existing tower and
aimed to M Hill; instant STL with no frequency coordination or licensing required.
Once on the air, KTEQ faced an unusual situation
for a radio station: Few of the student DJs had ever
been on the air, rather than the Internet. Every one of
the volunteer DJs had to learn how to operate the EAS
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President Wilson also has aunique credential; she is aformer U.S. representative
who served on the House Telecommunications Subcommittee. "I can imagine that
schools can easily find themselves crosswise with the FCC," she related.
Ironically, she sat on the subcommittee at
the time the KTEQ license was revoked by
the commission.

Part of the new KTEO transmission facility.
unit, give legal IDs and avoid certain words. School
President Heather Wilson notified the student radio
board and station management that, before they went
on the air, she would like each of them to make apresentation to her.
"It's not often students get to start up and operate
a business," she told me, "They will certainly learn
things."

ALITTLE HISTORY
As an electrical engineering student at
the South Dakota School of Mines, Iused
to walk by adisplay case in the EE/physics
building that contained ancient radio gear
from the school's first campus radio station.
In 1911, with their first pubic broadcast
nine years away, the physics department
at the School of Mines and Technology in
Rapid City was experimenting with radio
and obtained the most modern equipment
available. A wireless set was constructed
by Physics Professor C.C. Van Nuys and
Superintendant of Buildings and Grounds
William Coursen. Their radio station was
licensed as a " land" radio station and given
the call letters 9XA.
The first regular radio communication
in the area was established with the northern Black Hills mining town of Lead, S.D.
The School of Mines radio station became
the main link in anetwork with two other
northern Black Hills stations that were
owned and operated by the Homestake
Mining Co. Communication was somewhat less than
reliable; the stations had to notify each other by mail
before radio communication was attempted.
In the years that followed, the scientists and engineers at the School of Mines increased the range of the
station. With the addition of along-range receiving set
in 1917, the school began to pick up signals from Germany, but in the following February, the United States
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entered World War Iand an order was issued for radio
stations nationwide to be shut down. Coursen himself
had the sad task of dismantling 9XA.
So anew use was found for the school's broadcast
facilities, training radio operators for the war. When
the armistice was signed in November 1918. the station
we immediately reactivated.
By 1922, radio became a national obsession. That
year, J.O. Kammerman became head of the electrical
engineering department, which became immersed in
new technology by building atwo-tube voice transmitter.
In July, the station became WCAT, the first licensed
wireless station in South Dakota and aformat consisting mainly of weather forecasts. As listenership grew, a
regular Wednesday night broadcast was arranged — a
(coatinued on page 26)
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KTEQ
(continued from page 25)

college lecture. Then came news, local
talent and music broadcast by holding
a microphone close to the horn of a
Victrola phonograph. The AM station
WCAT, or "Wildcat Radio," operated
from September 1922 to 1952. It was
licensed to broadcast at awavelength of
485 meters at apower of 750 watts. A
frequency and power change came later
with the station operating on 1200 kHz,
at apower of 100 watts.
Originally, the studios were located
in the basement of the campus administration building.
One interesting early event featured
a Native American, Chauncey Yellow
Robe. He was interviewed about his life
in South Dakota before the white man
came. At the end of the program, Yellow
Robe let out an earsplitting war whoop
that blew out a vacuum tube in the
equipment. Operations were suspended
until areplacement could be found.
In 1927, about 40 miles up the road
from the School of Mines, sculptor
Gutzon Borglum began a carving on
a mountain known by locals as Mount
Rushmore.
Its first play-by-play football broad-
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cast came in 1935. An imaginative sports
announcer, C.M. Rowe, positioned himself and his equipment on a wooden
platform at the top of a 10-foot pole
overlooking the field. A heavy snow set
in on the unfortunate Rowe and electric
heaters were sent up to keep him from
freezing. Despite the weather, broadcasting continued until just before the

My introduction
to radio and acareer in
broadcasting was
at KTEQ.
-Mario Hieb
-.8111111111
end of the first half of the game when
the equipment failed. Upon inspection it
was discovered that vapor from Rowe's
breath had frozen the microphone. The
mic was thawed out in front of an electric heater and broadcast was resumed
for the rest of the game.
After World War II, many soldiers
returned to the School of Mines to
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Mario's Class Plague. He's in there!
become students. Some were interested in radio and many had been
trained, licensed operators in the
military. This was WCAT's heyday.
The broadcasting day became longer, with better programming than
before. A weekly quiz show was
initiated. Several radio plays were
written and performed for WCAT
and atechnology program fostered.
-But the good times ended when
the ex- G.I.s began to graduate and
replacing technicians became difficult. The excellent equipment
became worn-out and outmoded.
Funds were no longer available for
improvements, program quality
slipped. In 1950, WCAT was placed
under student supervision. A handful of students fought all that year
and the next to keep WCAT on the
air. Faculty members, burdened with
academic duties, provided little help.
Fellow students were too busy to be
concerned with saving WCAT.
When the FCC no longer allowed
the operation of their 100-watt
transmitter, a250-watt transmitter was
needed. But the administration ruled
no funds would be provided until program quality improved. In desperation,
a new series of informative programs
was launched. But the tired 25-year-old
transmitter kept breaking down, hampering production. The FCC issued a
final ultimatum to WCAT to install a
new transmitter or go off the air. The
$500 needed to save WCAT just wasn't
there, nor were the full-time technical
and studio workers. To the horror of the
few students left who cared, the FCC
informed the School of Mines their
license was canceled and the call fetters
WCAT deleted. Wildcat was dead.
Efforts to launch a new SDSM&T
campus radio station, KTEQ, started in
1969. With the assistance of announcer

Greg Carey, student body President Jim
McGibbney formed the Tech Educational Radio Council, the governing body
of KTEQ. The first studio of KTEQ
was located at Surbeck Center. the campus student union. Tower space for the
transmitter originally was donated by
KBHE(FM), a Rapid City public radio
station.
The first broadcast by KTEQ
occurred on Aug. 7, 1971, opening with
the famous opening fanfare of Richard
Strauss' "Also Sprach Zarathustra." The
first voice to be heard on KTEQ was that
of Gary Brown. Initially, KTEQ(FM)
broadcast at 88.1 MHz with apower of
10 watts.
Mario Hieb, P.E., is a Salt Lake
City-based consulting engineer and a
longtime contributor to Radio World.
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Fan (651)784-7541

E-mail: iidoeowle_n_g,tom " Member AFCCF"

MISCELLANEOUS
•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 4TM
•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave Pro TM
SAM Pro 2Tu, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping
•Map FM stations and
discove , upgrade
possibilIes using FCC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods
with FMCommanderTm

www.V-Soft.com

oft

COMMUNICATIONS.
R.F. Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

(800) 743-3684

February 1,2015

ROTRON BLOWERS AND
PLATE BLOCKERS, new &
rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435 Monderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email.
charlesgoodrich44@gmail.
corn
FOR THE BEST PRICE
24 Hr service on transmitting
tubes & sockets/parts, new &
rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at 402493-1886 doy or night, www.

goodrichenterprises.com

2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service
broadcast and recording gear,
amplifiers, processing, radio or
mixing consoles, microphones,
etc. Large lots preferred. Pickup
or shipping can be discussed.
443-854-0725
or
ajkivi@
gmail.com.

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC,1".
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONALLIANTS
trill Senice From Allocatinn
Operation A.%1/1 rM
Field Work,Antenru and
Facilities Design

•FCC application preparation
•Contact Clarence M. Beverage
or Laura M. Mizrahi

over 45 years engineering
and col:Salting ealx•rienee

po

-Communications
Technologies, ' nc.

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
wwweahrock.conn

•Radio and television facili
coverage predictions, upgrade
studies, and facility dimign

i

Tel ( 8.4,) 9851•10 -www.commtvchrt.wm

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
Look no further, you're in the right place!

• MOWORLD
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
Call today for current rates

and

212-378-0400 x523 • minderriedeneinbmedia.com
ACOUSTICS

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

AeoisticeNst
-50000 IN SEE Mill 01119111.5-

088 .
7650
4 ,0

TollFree
Number: 10

wwwitconticslirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS
AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs

Standard & Custom Wording
Guy Wirt Protectors Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
E-mail us for afree PDF catalog
610-45168418 vivm.antennalD.com

WANT TO SELL
Energy Onix 1K amplifier;
Energy Onix Exciter, 30W freq
agile; SWR 2- bay FMEC circular polarized 92.7 antenna, 1K;
SWR 4-bay FM3 circular polarized 104.9 antenna, 5K. CSabel,
337rocks.com.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoa.corn.

WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

STOP
AM RADIO INTERFERENCE
with aplug- h modem/telephone HF filter from.

KY Filter Company
3010 Grinnel Place
Davis, CA 95618
(530) 757-6873

Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

Looking for KTIM 1M radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS!
TRANSCE!VERS
WANT TO SELL
Free sample SCA decoder.
417-881-1846.
RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE

www.ky-filters.com

WANT Ta BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptiops or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-6E4-6010.

Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave, ham Radio. CB etc.

WANT TO SELL
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like KGO,
KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KWBR,
KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KQW, KRE,
KTIM, KYA, etc, Iwill pay for
copies... Feel free to call me at
925-284-5428 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

E"
habit
ling
rused
quipment
Call Michele for
details at

-;• -;) Dijarj

or email
minderriederefhibmedia.com

Schnader tele.:criptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed . All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
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Submit your listings to: minderrieden@nbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

VONC

se%.
"

se L.
riatva

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

ANSCOMCó.A 1

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
100 W
500 W
35KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
7.5 KW
10 KW
10 KW
25-6KW
20 KW
Z5 KW
30 KW
35 KW

2008
2000
2000
1995
1999
2006
2002
2008
2005
2005
1989
1996
1988
1991

BE FM100C
BE FM 500C
Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state
Harris 14T5CD
Harris Z5CD, solid-state
Harris Z5, solid-state. unused
Harris Z7 5G0. solid-state, SPH
BE FM10S. solid-state
Harris Z10, solid-state
Harris Z12HDC with Flexstar
BE FM2GB
Harris HT25CD
Harris FM3OK
BE FM3513
Used AM Transmitters

Please see our website or contact us for current listing
Exciters 8. Miscellaneous Eouitiment
BE FC30. SCA Generator
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-co:dad RF Load
Harris N + 1Controller
Harris THE- 1. FM exciter
Madi ME 40. FM exciter
MC 4Port 1-5/8" Coaxial Switch
Sold Constart Voltage Transformer #23-23-230-8

TUBES

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

I=E

ISO 9001 Certified

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

FROM STOCK
HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

Continurtdi efr_etaonie...5

5674 1.1 Camino

HARRIS
crown

NEW POWER TUBES

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

nautei

ReJl. OrnO

Triodes

K

Tetrodes
Pentodes

Car1545441. Calili/mia 92008
1760) 438-4420
)) )))))) 1
.lInkto,un. lllll

Fax: 1760) 438-4756
,1,111

nËh

W4M

• 11,"111. on,

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

BrORDCRST

TUNWALL RADIO

TV Transmitters- Analoo and Deal
Used FLO TV Transmitters • * Axcera
• • Rohde & Schwarz' Harris Masiva
New 11/ Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Rohde 8, Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

Worldwide Availability

SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

•

Made in U.S.A.
—•••

•

•
"41.•2••

•

800-441 - 8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1 - 215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com
RETUNING & TESTI

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

CALL (800) 414-8823
Int'l (650) 846-2800
Fax (650) 846-3795
Visit our Web Site at
www.cpii.com/eimac

www.tunwallradio.com
=
mo•
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For ccmpetitive4y prked transmners
that are made mthe USA go tc
www.pteitpower.com
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AM Ground Systems Co
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ground

Dean

amgroundsystems.com
866-22RADIO

POSITIONS WANTED
Are you asmall market station needing agood nuts & bolts engineer in the
Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station
shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available
for Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-4466820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/talk show host
Adam Amick is available for shows,
correspondent, features, etc. Check out
www.bleacherreport.com
for samples.
Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

Experiened radio station manager
seeks new management opportunity. More than 39 years experience in
radio. Willing to relocate. Family-friendly
format(s) preferred. Send details about
your management opening to: radiogm@
hotmail.com.

Passion
for
Broadcasting
and
Entertainment. Solid digital skills
CoolEdit/ProTools/Adobe Audition. Strong
music/dance/speaking capacities...punctual, dedicated, perfectionist and ready to
work! Vernard, 817-298-2727 or absvernard2888@yahoo.com.

Versatile On-air/Social Media savvy.
Quick, dedicated, eager to be part of a
team/plugged in. The only thing missing is
the opportunity. Michael, 469-230-3345
or michael.archie@gmail.com.
Your new radio broadcaster has
arrived! On-air/Production personality, vastly trained in many areas of radio
broadcasting. Let's boost ratings! Deron,
719-510-5821 or deron.anthony@gmail.
com.
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"Doers" Support Community Radio
Brown Paper Tickets initiative aids LPFM

ICOMMENTARY
BY SABRINA ROACH
Iagree with Zane Ibrahim, founder
of Bush Radio in South Africa; Isee
community radio as being "90 percent
community and 10 percent radio."
Like our public libraries and community centers, community radio offers
hands-on access and connection, education and entertainment that feeds and
strengthens us all. Community radio
adds another dimension to public services; it acts like "community glue" —
building bridges among unlikely groups
of people representing different interests
and demographics.
I've worked in public and community
media for almost 15 years. While at a
station near Seattle in 2010, Imet with
the CEO of Brown Paper Tickets, which
is aticket trading and events company.
He asked what I'd do to strengthen communities, if Iwere paid full-time to do it.
Itold him Iwas passionate about equitable community development through
amedia lens. With that goal in mind, I
would focus on strengthening nonprofit media, communications policy and
municipal broadband.
Ithought he might become an underwriter. Instead, he offered me ajob as
a"doer."
NOTJUST- FOR-PROFIT
The Doer Program is an expression
of the Brown Paper Tickets' not-just-forprofit business model that goes above
and beyond corporate citizenship.
Doers, like myself, are hired to create positive change, with no metrics
for sales of any kind. My work is just
one of many demonstrations of Brown
Paper Tickets' commitment to prioritizing social responsibility over making the
highest profit.
It's a humbling and exciting experience to be able to do this work across
a spectrum of public interest media,
including NPR/PBS, volunteer community radio, public access and government
TV, and independent online media. Over
the last four years, I've developed several projects related to how we pay for
public media, how those institutions turn
outward and do community engagement
and how we strengthen communications
infrastructure. This last one is why I
spend time on advocacy for an open
Internet, municipal broadband and the
build-out of lowpower FM.

In 2013, Icreated the National Make
Radio Challenge, as part of our contribution to the community radio movement
— a campaign to educate and inspire
as many nonprofits as possible about
their opportunity to apply for lowpower
FM radio licenses. In some cities, with
crowded media markets, this would be a

Radio Project, Common Frequency, supportive engineers and volunteers.
MEDIA ECOSYSTEMS
Now that construction permits are
being granted, I'm encouraging the new
stations to be digital first, to develop
a strong identity and to think of their
terrestrial signals as magnets that excite
their communities and pull them in.

SOUND OF TOMORROW
NEW NEIGHBORHOOD RADIO STATIONS

in Pfig_of Sound
FCC APPROVED STATIONS
1 Seattle University Radio / 102.1 FM
7 Sand Point Arts & Cultural Exchange/ 101.1
(First HilVCapitol HilVCentral District) ( Magnuson Park)
2 Voice of Vashon / 101.9 FM (Vashon Island)
3 UWave Radio at UW Bothell / 104.9 (Bothell)
4 OneAmerica/ 106.5 FM (SeaTac)
5 Make.Shdt / 94.9 FM (Bellingham)
6 Hollow Earth Radio (Central District)/ 100.3

8 SouthEast Effective Development's Rainier
Valley Radio / 105.7 ( Rainier Valley)
9 KMIH Booster Club/ 101.1 (Mercer Island)
10 Fab-5 / 95.3 (Tacoma)
11 Radio Duvall / 103.1 (Duvall)
12 City of Kent / 101.1 (Kent)

AWAITING FCC APPROVAL
13 Earth On-the-Air Independent Media / 105.7 (University District)
14 Fulcrum Community Communications/ 107.3 (NW Seattle)

onceinalifetime chance. My team created resource guides to show applicants
how to find local funding that would
help them to fuel their growth. Iconducted individual coaching sessions and
connected interested groups to several
organizations offering technical assistance and leadership, such as Prometheus

I'm encouraging them to assess and
to reimagine their local public media
ecosystems. This could take the form of
building strength through partnerships
with mission-aligned media and libraries, or creating multi-platform community media hubs.
I'm helping applicants to build orga-
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nizational capacity and supporting them
with knowledge, connections and wisdom gleaned from other committed and
passionate community media advocates
I've met by coproducing workshops for
the National Federation of Community
Broadcasters and the Alliance for
Community Media. As a result, we are
experimenting with pilot projects for outreach, digital storage and other initiatives
that can be replicated across the country.
I've never seen this much excitement
about community media.
For example, here in Seattle, I've
created a Puget Sound Neighborhood
Radio Cohort, the nation's first support network for regional LPFM radio
applicants to pool resources and foster
a learning community and a network
for sharing resources for these tiny-butfierce stations. It's working.
Some stations I'm working with are
shown on this map (at left). You can see
that they will cover most of the Puget
Sound area, which is why we called it
the "Sound of Tomorrow." Ha!
Community radio is in transition as
more than 1,400 low-power FM applicants already have their construction
permits and are building their stations;
it's a massive infusion of new energy
and ideas. Through LPFM, anyone can
become part of the voice of their community, whether that takes the form of
starting conversations, sharing health
and emergency response information
or featuring local musicians, artists and
other forms of local culture.
Brown Paper Tickets is producing
an ongoing series of videos to spotlight
people who, like the doers, have found a
way to do what they are passionate about.
The latest video in the series is about
those who love free-form radio, called
"Indy Radio DJ Love." Watch it, here:
http:Ilbit .1y11 BA LY9h
If you have any questions about the
Doer Program, any of my initiatives
in public media and municipal broadband, or the Not-Just-For-Profit business model, give me a shout. And if
you would like access to resources to
help build your LPFM station, you can
find contact information here: http:Ilbit.
lyll KezaLw.
There's awide net of support for all
kinds of public media. I'd love to be your
tour guide, and to hear your insights!
Sabrina Roach was recruited to the
Brown Paper Tickets Doer Program
after II years in public radio. She now
focuses on exploring financial models,
deepening community engagement practices and researching methods for measuring the impact of public media. She
has worked at KBCS(FM) Community
Radio and KUOW(FM) Puget Sound
Public Radio.
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OPINION

READER'SFORUM
EAS AIR CHAIN
Ijust read the article on EAS ("No, Really, This Is
Not aTest," Nov. 19 issue). Mr. Fybush is promoting
the idea of EAS distribution out of band so that listeners aren't desensitized by all the weekly and monthly
tests.
The problem Isee is that when an actual and very
critical alert is originated, how would we know it will
make it to the air chain in atimely manner?
At our eight stations Imaintain five EAS units. My
RWT and RMT filters are programmed to play aprerecorded message before the squawks that says, "This
is atest of the emergency alert system, only atest." The
entire air chain needs to be tested to know it works.
Marlin Jackson, CSTE
Chair, Inland NW LECC /
Member, Washington State SECC
Assistant Chief Engineer, RF Systems
The KXLY Broadcast Group
Spokane, Wash.

REGULATORY REACTIONS
About time ("All AMs Must Now Pay Regulatory
Fees," radioworld.com, Sept. 2)! The original station
shutdown and fee exemptions
should have ended much more
quickly — after, say, three years.
Robert Lee
Owner/President
Lee Media Works LLC
Abilene, Texas

DRM VS. HD RADIO
Iseldom ever comment on any articles, but Ifelt compelled to comment on two articles in the September
issue: John Anderson's "ICome in Peace," about HD Radio, and
Alan Hughes' "An Outsider's
Perspective."
These two men make more
sense than anything I have
seen about digital. From what
Ihave read about Digital Radio
Mondiale, it looks to me like
it would be the best route for
AM to take.
Ioperate a 1kW AM with
a translator in a small community. I just don't see any
way that HD Radio would ever
be feasible for me. Hopefully
someone will see the light and
come up with aviable solution.
Sam Thomas
WJTH Radio
Calhoun, Ga

HAM INTERFERENCE
At this stage, it would appear that there is little or
no coordination between agencies in notifying broadcasters of any proposed regulations ("Environmental
Agency Regulates Testing," Nov. 5issue).
While this could result in yet more burdens for
stations, there seem to be some justifiable reasons
for inspections and maintenance of polluting
(diesel) generators. Would this not also
raise the possibility of less emissions
by installation of other types of generating equipment — such as propane
fueled generators, etc.?
Dave Bull
Retired Engineer
Virginia

Ibelieve Iwas one of those receiving some of this
interference ("FCC Snares Ham Operators," radioworld.
corn, July 24). Even if it were not them, it gives me a
good deal of pleasure to see this, knowing they were
even warned repeatedly yet persisted in this juvenile
behavior.
Iam also glad to see that the FCC was willing to warn
first before dropping the boom on them. This indeed was
handled well by the FCC. So Isay thank you, FCC, for
helping us amateurs keep our frequencies clean.
Brian Heise
Freelance Broadcast Radio Engineer
Heise Broadcast
Sherman/Denison, Texas
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Heil Sound, Ltd.

www.heilsound.com
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Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com
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Ram Broadcast Systems

vvww.ramsyscom.com

Director of Broadcast Engineering
Woodward Radio Group
Appleton, WI
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www.sandiesusa.com

9

Tieline Technology
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Wheatstone Corporation

The News Source for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have something to say:

44My

favorite thing about
RW Engineering Extra is the
great, practical, nuts-and-bolts
information that is really
hard to find anywhere else"'

www.bohnbroadcast.com
vvww.comrex.com
www.enco.com
www.gorman-redlich.com

wwALinovonicsbroadcast.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.nabshow.com
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WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH EIGHT STEREO AUDIO PROCESSORS IN A
SINGLE, NETWORKABLE RACK SPACE? HERE ARE A FEW SUGGESTIONS...

Outside Feed rnnditioning

Low Latency
Talent Headphone
Processing

•
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Microphone Processing

•
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Talkshow
Call- Ins

-

Processing

maw

Satellite Uplink

toga Wan

Peak and

IFB Conditioning

Spectral Control
-•

ru,

STL Pre- Processing and
Process

Protection- Processing

Codec Pre- Processing

Multiple
HD Feeds

"

Automation Stream Processing

Sweetening Incoming

Web Stream

Adverts and

Processing

Newsroom Feeds

Highest performance 24- bit A/D and D/A convertors • AES67 compatible • Two 8- channel utility mixers • Silence sensors • Gigabit Ethernet
Eight complete Wheatstone multiband processors, EACH with: 4- band parametric equalizer, 3- way crossover, 3compressors, 3limiters, final lockahead limiter
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8-CHANNEL NETWORKABLE 9itUDIO PROCESSOR
Convenient, cost-effective and mcomparably capable
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